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by MELISA McFIE

book$

Outdoor club set

Our primary aim is to aid
Friday'8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. the
The OCE outdoor program, supporting the program in its
students in the purchase of books
Vet's will be there to collect your sponsored and organized by drive to get started.
Author's note: It is possible in
whereby they may save as much books.
students at the college, is now
The organization will be in its
term to save over $30 and as 50 percent on the purchase of
being formed on campus ac infant stages spring term,
°" k„ $15 in addition to that by their books, and secondly our aim Students helping students
"Unless students bring their cording to Ron Osibov and Kelly although activities and trips
is to help students to avoid paying
books to us we cannot sell them McConnell. The outdoor program
hopefully will be getting started
change- I know I've done it.
the outrageous prices of the
and if we don't have the books to
a
loosely
structured by the second or third week into
campus bookstore," Don Brown sell we can't help other is
"I feel that students here at said. How can you take ad students," was one of Don organization for both students the term. By next fall the club
and non-students who have some hopes to be going strong.
OCE should have a student- vantage of this service?
Brown's comments. This means interest, or want to develop an
The basic objectives of the
student-sponsored How to save money on books
owned,
that it takes students helping interest, in the outdoors.
program
is to get people outdoors
This weekend collect all those students to make the exchange
bookstore instead of having an
and offer them an inexpensive
off-campus concern manage the books you no longer use, those successful for you.
The program was started by educational experience. Through
that you are using as doorstops, You set the price
noeration," said Don Brown, an
Gary Grimm at the University of exposing people to the skills of
and those cluttering up your
active member of OCE's Vet
When you take your books to Oregon and encourages a wide their activities and getting them
Club. And the club that really apartment. Next bring them all the Vet's this next week you will range of outdoor activities. Any together with others interested in
to the T.V. Room sometime set the price. "We do not set out of doors activity from
serves the student is out to serve
similar activities they hope to
vou again. Starting finals week during finals week. (The T.V. prices. Students bring in their swimming to wilderness back accomplish that.
this term the Vets will be Room is located in the basement books and they name their packing is sponsored and backed
Until a more permanent lo
collecting your 'old' books for re- of the College Center near the price.'.' From the price that you by the organization.
cation for the club is established
pool
tables.)
From
Mondaysell the first week of spring term.
"Anybody that has an interest they will be operating out of the
set the Vet's make 10 percent.
For you non-mathmaticians this in any way can become an student government work room
HHilBr"
means that on a paperback which integral part of the program," in the college center. Further
is selling for 50c the club would said Osibov, a backpacker information may be obtained by
himself. He went on to say that a contacting Ron Osibov in Bargain a nickel.
lot of people seem to be num 214 or SPO 44.
The Sale
The first week of spring term
the T.V. Room, in the basement
of College Center, will be opened
again, this time for selling your
+Rules will be enacted which
A mandatory gasoline sales
books. If for some reason your program ordered by Gov. Tom will force service stations to post
book) is stolen, the Vet's will McCall is scheduled to go into hours when they will be open to
reimburse you for the price of the effect next Tuesday, March 12th. sell to the public and this
book left with them. To avoid the It would require that purchases requirement includes the rule
problem of stolen goods as much and sales be only by the odd- that the hours of operation must
as possible the Vet's ask that all seven license number system.
include at least one hour a day
shoppers leave their books on a
past 4:30 p.m. daily.
McCall
also
announced
table, just inside the T.V. Room,
+No station may pump more
restrictions
on
service
station
provided for that purpose. In this
than one-fourth of its month's
hours,
and
his
plan
will
require
way, the books that you have left
supply of gasoline allotment in
with them to sell will stay on the that most motorists have less any week without first reporting
than
a
half
tank
of
gas
in
order
to
shelves and perhaps bring you in
and clearing this action will the
buy more.
money if sold.
This gubernatorial order state.
Book Pick-up: Be sure to reclaim
-hAll major stations must sell
means that within 30 days the
your books and or money for legislature must be called into at least 60 per cent of their
books sold
special session if McCall's supplies to the public and McCall
Friday, the last day of the first powers are to be extended.
will not allow more than 40 per
week of spring term is the
cent to be sold to "special
McCall ordered the gas plan customers."
deadline for picking up your
unsold books and the cash from under the "emergency powers"
A group of concerned citizens
Don Brown, Walt Gjersvold and Mike Taylor, three members
the sold ones. This deadline is not which were granted him last are determined not to stand by
working for the Vet's book exchange, seen in front of their location
an attempt to somehow trick you month by the legislature. His and let this happen. (See page 5
in the basement of the College Center. They will be buying and
into leaving your books...it comes mandate includes the following for details and the time of their
selling used books starting next week.
meeting.)
from the necessity to terminate orders:
the sale after a week's time.
Because the workers are
volunteering their time and
"I would hope that the paper would welcome the literary of
because the T.V. Room is
tension of
the eight-year scheduled for other activities the can maintain its independent ferings of anyone willing to write.
by DAVID B.HAUGEN
eligibility period to 10 years.
The other candidate for the
Vet's can only hang onto your status, and I will work to assure
If this bill is passed by the books until Friday, March 29th. that this happens," were the editor's position was off-campus
The U.S. House of Represen
tatives
recently
passed Senate and signed by the After 4:30 that day they become words of the newly chosen senator Digby Morrow.
lamron 2 editor Jim Healy. He
legislation concerning GI Bill President, it would mean that all the property of the club.
veterans who served in the ar
An opportunity is being was chosen by the Publications
benefits. House Bill 12628 calls for
med forces after Jan. 31, 1955 provided you by the Vet's Club on Committee last Tuesday and will
a 13.6 per cent increase in
monthly benefits and an ex- would be eligible for educational this campus. They wish to help begin his term as editor next fall.
assistance benefits for an ad you the buyer and you the seller
Jim started his journalistic
ditional two years. In other make the most of your hard- career as a staff writer for his
Weeks Weather
words, veterans whose benefits earned dollar. Do what you can to high school paper, The Dalles
are
due to run out on June, 1974 save yourself a buck and in the Tillicum. He continued writing
P
L
Date
H
will have until June 1, 1976 to use meantime you'll be saving others this year and became an active
.78
42
Feb. 27
50
money also! Don't forget to bring member of the staff winter term
their GI Bill.
.14
42
Feb. 28
48
All
veterans
are
therefore
those books in final's week. '74. Until he takes office in
.30
38
Mar. 1
51
encouraged
to
write
Sens.
Mark
That's when the collection starts. September, Jim will serve on the
.08
36
Mar. 2
48
Hatfield, Bob Pack wood and
Reminder to Club members: staff as assistant editor.
.03
Mar. 3
41
44
As a sideline, Jim has run for
Vance Hartke (chairman, Senate We need as much help as possible
.06
Mar. 4
45
51
the OCE cross country and track
Committee
on
Veterans
Affairs)
during
our
book
collection
and
.46
46
Mar. 5
48
at the Senate Office Building, book sale...week of finals for teams since his freshman year.
Washington, D.C., 20510. Tell collection, March llth-15th and Now a junior, Jim works as a
Extended Outlook
these gentlemen how you feel first week of spring term for the Student Assistant in Butler Hall.
Periods of rain with oc
Looking ahead, Jim plans to
about the GI Bill and request sale March 25th-29th. Hours of
casional
snow
Friday
their assistance for speedy operation (during collection week spend spring term recruiting
through Sunday. Highs in
Jim Healy
passage on this important and sale week) are from 8:30 more members to the staff. He
40s, low in the mid-20s to 30s.
legislation.

tm ^ vr

Ex-

Mandate effective Tuesday

GI benefits up 13.6%

1974-'75 editor picked

Monmouth frog
claims jumping
t r o p h y . . . p a g e 10
Is God
dead at OCE?
Not yet. . .page 3

God's not dead: He's a potent force at OCE

Spirit of Love, a gospel singing group consisting of local
students, teachers and blue-collar workers, sang a variety of songs
and presented a slide lecture symbolizing the Book of Genesis at a
recent Campus Crusade for Christ fellowship night. (Photo by
Daryl Bonitz)
by TIM PETSHOW
It seems logical that the late
'60's, an era of turmoil, would
result in the awakening of long
dormant forms of religious ex
perience.
Although traditional allegiance
to the church has diminished over
the years -- suffering just as other
American institutions (the
military, marriage, business)
suffered, the Jesus generation
typified a kind of living religion.
The churches themselves un
derwent theological and struc

tural reform -- Vatican II rocked
the Roman Catholic church, its
modernization has become a
political as well as theological
issue.
Gone are the days when
spiritual appetites are satisfied
entirely by the community
church.
Monmouth, Oregon has never
sold out to secularism. It remains
a town with a well-deserved
"church on every street corner"
reputation. Despite the presence
of OCE - or because of it, Mon
mouth continues allegiance to

Impeachment necessary
The first series of Watergate indictments handed
down last week have greatly increased the fervor for
impeachment of the President.
In a sense the seven indictments, which included some
of Nixon's former top aides and key men in his admini
stration, were the straw that broke the camel's back.
Very few people see any way that President Nixon can
be exonorated other than by impeachment and I am one
of those people.
The President's personal integrity and innocence are
very much in doubt now. Judge Sirica is currently
holding public hearings on how to deal with the
eveidence presented by the secret grand jury report that
details Nixon's involvement with Watergate.
We can't hold a vote of confidence like Britain did last
week when we are dissatisfied with the present
government. Nor can we impeach a president because
he is unpopular.
The time for impeachment is now because the
presidency itself is at stake. In the current mess the
Whitehouse is fast losing the ability to govern. If Nixon
is to continue as President he will have to be cleared of
this affair. It is either impeach him or get off his back so
he can continue with the job he was elected to do.
For the sake of the country and the presidency I think
impeachment has become necessary. Only that way can
all the facts be brought out and the President cleared or
convicted. As it stands now he is convicted in the minds
of the people and that is an impossible situation for a
president to deal with.

gort

It could be
valuable.
Lemme
see it.

odzookensT
It's th' MOLV
GRAIL!! Many

legends have
sprung up
about it- f

i
classes
andi ao display in
in thp
the
College Center was a joint effect
by Lindsey, Doug Yates and
interested students.
If, as Lindsey suggests, the
OCE student seeks a more
traditional religious outlet, where
does he or she turn to away from
home? For a number, the
traditional church preserves the
status quo.
A fallen Catholic resurrected
ten years later would scarcely
realize the surroundings. The
priest is there, to be sure, the
congregation is ~ well, a little
less reverent. Guitars, women
lecters and improvision has
replaced the solomn Latin Mass
of the early '60's.
Father James Schultz, C.S.C.
became the Catholic Campus
minister last summer, inheriting
a program that provides daily
worship and a variety of
discussion groups for the Catholic
students. Monmouth being a
predominantly WASP town, Mass
is offered in a tiny borrowed
church thanks to the generosity
of the St. Hilda's Episcopalian
congregation.
The Faith Lutheran Church of
Monmouth - Independence holds
Bible studys and get-togethers
"on a non-regular basis" for
college and high school students,
according to the Rev. Amos Sch
midt.
His
regular
OCE
congregation numbers about 55.
The Wesley United Methodist
Church has strong ties to the
aforementioned UCCF. Pastor
Howard Smith is a member of the
UCCF Board of Directors and the
church owns the UCCF building.
About 20 OCE students take part
in occasional fellowship ac
tivities.
Rev. Wendel Wagler of the
Monmouth Christian Church
counts about a dozen college
students in his congregation.
The Conservative First Baptist
Church teaches a literal in
terpretation of the Bible. Their
programs and evangelistic
philosophy appeal to the student
who believes in an active sharing
of his or her faith.
Traditional houses of worship
may have declined in mass

Here expounding on God's word for man is the street-corner
preacher who appeared briefly on campus Tuesday afternoon,
March 5. His message was simple: " 'I am the way the truth and
the life, no man comes to the Father except by me and I will raise
him up at the last day', Jesus speaking." (Photo by Tim Johnson)

Dick Soules
lamron 2 editor

Look,Gort..
I've just
unearthed
this cup!

. •
dryness, devoutness, and civic
pride (witness the Monmouth
Olympic Committee).
Despite 1960's growing pains
and the influx of a wide variety of
students, OCE remains in the
popular view, a school of small
town teacher aspirants. Students
who have apparently placed their
education above any burning
committment to social issues.
It is in this low-key environment
that the OCE student seeks to
fulfill any spiritual need. If she or
he is a "typical" OCE undergrad,
values that are brought from the
home towns are often subject to
scrutiny. It is a philosophical
irony that more knowledge leads
to a greater possibility of con
flicting perceptions.
An investigaion of OCE
religious
attitudes
and
organizations must rightly in
clude a visit to the United
Campus Christian Foundation
and the director Cliff Lindsey.
•'The OCE student," Lindsey
was saying, "participates in a
variety of religious groups.
Groups which differ greatly in
their theology and approaches to
problems."
UCCF is not a religious referral
house but an organization com
plete with facilities, student faculty / staff programs, and a
spiritual philosophy which "has
received some flak from some of
the more fundamentally-oriented
students on campus."
A humanitarian in the good
senses of the word, Lindsey's
programs typically focus on a
plethora of world social issues in
a Christian context.
A limited budget and limited
publicity don't deter Lindsey
from pursuing activities not
readily associated with the
religion of one's childhood.
ASOCE, IDC, UCCF and the
OCE Student Health Service cosponsored a series of lectures on
human sexuality by Dr. Joe
Trainer last year. A three-credit
SEEK class entitled "Seminar in
Career Alternatives" was offered
this fall. More recently the threeday forum on the Vietnamese
people and culture which
included speakers in various

Is this th'
cup that's
supposed
thave the
power oP
healing?

Vep! Arid some sag
it's in Heaven.Then,a
bunch oP "knights"
have vowed to Pind
it/&..,hmm...there's
some writing on it...

What
does
it
sag?

annpal
the years: they
appeal over the
remain, however, as the foun
dation of American morality.
OCE students can find in
Monmouth a compatible blend of
traditional worship and a variety
of fellowship activities that cater
to the college student.
Student-organized clubs and
organizations offer another
alternative for spiritual growth.
Presently active clubs include:
(1) Deseret Club (Latter Day
Saints)
(2)
Inter-Varsity
(OCE
Christian Fellowship)
(3) Christian Scientist
Three religious organizations
on campus are presently inac
tive: the Lutheran Club, the
Pentecostal Student Fellowship
and the Campus Ambassadors.
Perhaps the most visible of the
campus groups is Campus
Crusade for Christ. In twenty
years, CCC has expanded from a
Bible study group at UCLA to a
nationwide and worldwide
Christian organization.
The OCE CCC chapter gained
much of its present impetus from
Explo '72, the week-long spiritual
extravaganza in June of 1972
when 100,000 Christians jour
neyed to Dallas, Texas. The
joyous evangelism took the city -and the media -- by surprise.
Here were 100,000 kids preaching
God's love instead of social
protest.
CCC shares the Christ-centered
life through a variety of methods.
The Crusade Biblical theology is
presented to club members on
beginning, intermediate and
advanced levels. Techniques in
sharing the word are instilled in
CCC members and the group
regularly sponsors fellowship
nights, featuring entertainment
with a Christian theme.
It's a weeknight in Monmouth
and the options for the OCE
student are admittedly limited.
For some, the books become a
reluctant first priority. The boob
tube gets turned on in many
apartments, other students opt
for a recital in the MHA, a visit
with friends, a game of ratball.
On one of these typical
evenings, 80 to 100 students can
be found in the Food Service
Building, sitting on the floor in
groups of threes and fours.
The Spirit of Love, a local sing
ing group, is singing a variety
ot inspirational songs inter
spersed with Christ's message.
Bewilderment is displayed on
the faces of some --1 just stopped
in for an ice cream cone but what
is this? The great majority
though, driven by curiosity or the
promise of spiritual fulfillment,
are participating in one of many
religious activities available on
the OCE campus and the com
munity of Monmouth.
If, in the course of persona
soul-searching, the studen
discovrs a spiritual void, he or
she need not despair nor look tar
for fulfillment. Secularism may
be alive and growing in Americ
'74 but God isn't dead yet.
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summer intern jobs
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New Grove receives go ahead
by NANCY BAHTOSZ
In a meeting held last week to
discuss the future of the New
Grove, it was decided that work
would be started in April, or
whenever the weather gets
better, on the north end of the
field near the dorms. Although
the present funds are only 20-25
per cent of the expected total
needed to complete the Grove,
the plans are to complete as
much as possible with the money
available.
The plan or lay-out for the
Grove is to plant native flowers,
shrubs and trees that are
indigenous to Oregon
in
corresponding areas of the
Grove. For example, on the
western end plants found on the
Oregon coast will be planted and
on the eastern side, plants from
Eastern Oregon.
Co-ordinator Dr. Ron Chatham
has plans for getting more money

to support the New Grove. "The
longer we wait for money, the
higher dirt prices get," he states.
As it stands right now, areas of
the Grove will be completed when
there is enough funds, until the
whole field is complete. This of

course might take years. "Now if
every student brought a bucket of
dirt from home," said Dr.
Chatham speaking of inexpensive
ideas, "then we'd probably have
enough dirt to fill it up. Just
imagine-3,000 buckets!"

Deaf grant received
Dr. Richard Walker, director of
the Region X Resource Center for
the Deaf located at Oregon
College of Education, has
announced receipt of a $35,990
supplemental grant to expand the
number of students in the
training program of the center.
The
grant,
from
the
Rehabilitation Services Agency
of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, will be
used to pay an additional staff
member at the center, Ms.
Caroline Whitcher, who will
teach in the OCE program and

visit the other states of Region X,
Alaska, Washington and Idaho, to
advise and assist in their
programs.
Walker expressed appreciation
of the assistance of rehabilitation
agencies of the Region X states in
securing expansion of the cen
ter's work.
The Regional Center works
closely with the OCE Special
Education division in the training
phase of the work. It also
maintains a file of information on
sources of assistance for the deaf
and hearing-impaired them
selves.

RIP US OFF
Steal 14 days free rent
by renting any one

Applications are available for Fish Commission
11 OSPIRG summer research
OSPIRG wants to evaluate the
internships
focusing
on long-term prospects of Oregon's
environmental and consumer fishery resource and the policies
protection problems, accordng to of the Oregon Fish Commission in
OSPIRG state chairperson Rocky managing that resource, both
Johnson.
long-term and short term as the
Each intern, assigned to work Fish Commission attempts to
with OSPIRG professional staff balance sport and commercial
in Portland, will be paid $1,000. interests.
All students enrolled or who wil
be enrolled in Oregon universities Geothermal Program in Oregon
and colleges are eligible.
A leading authority says that
An OSPIRG student committee , there is as much potential
selected nine topics for research. electricity from geothermal
In addition, two other intern slots energy in Oregon as is now
will be open for suggested available from all the dams on
research topics from applicants. the Columbia River. OSPIRG
The student committee also will wants to know the environmental
make the final selection of intern impacts, likely locations and
candidates.
Students
are leasing requirements of the
encouraged to apply as soon as federal and state agencies in
possible but no later than April 1, volved.
1974. Finalists will be announced
by May 1, 1974.
Lobbying and the Oregon
The 1974 program will be Legislature
OSPIRG's
third
summer
The duty of the Oregon
research series. Last year's Legislature is to enact laws
successful intern program which are in the interest of the
resulted in studies of prescription general public. Who are the
drug pricing,coastal planning, lobbyists, what do they do, how
the State Land Board, the Oregon do they do it, and what impact
Real Estate Division, state does the lobbying "presence" in
transportation planning and Salem have on the ability of the
others.
Legislature to discharge its duty
The 1974 intern research topics to the public?
are:
LCDC
Consumer Protection Agencies in
Oregon's newest state agency -- Oregon
what are the priorities? A study
Several consumer protection
to determine issues and ap agencies exist in Oregon with the
proaches to land planning. The job of protecting consumers from
LCDC has more power to chart abuses in the market place.
Oregon's long term livability OSPIRG wants to know how
than any other agency.
serious Oregon's committment to
In the next 10 months, the consumer protection is in terms
LCDC will act on prime farm of manpower and resources, and
lands, shoreline management, in terms of actual performance.
costal planning, goals for county
comprehensive planning and Auto Repair
enforcement of existing land use
The U.S. Senate subcommittee
laws applicable to counties.
on Antitrust and Monopoly has
Forest Service
reported that American car
Congress has ordered the owners pay a whopping $10 billion
Forest Service to manage the for unnecessary or fraudulent
immense publicly-owned forest auto repair work. OSPIRG wants
lands in Oregon. OSPIRG wants to know to what extent this is
to compare Forest Service happening in Oregon, why and
logging practices with the what should be done about it.
requirements of the Multiple Use
Sustained Yield Act of 1960 to see Sex Discrimination
if Oregon's long term interest in a
Are women being subjected to
healthy timber economy and a illegal sex discrimination by
quality forest environment are companies in this state? This
being protected.
intern will investigate possible
violations of Oregon's new anti
State Board of Forestry
The State Board of Forestry discrimination law by banks,
regulates state-woned and insurance
companies
and
private forest lands in Oregon -- university financial aid offices.
42 per cent of all commercial
Applications are avaiwble at
timber land in Oregon. OSPIRG OSPIRG State Office, 408 SW 2nd,
wants to evaluate the per Portland, or at OCE local board
formance of the Board of SPO No. 107, 2nd floor Watson
Forestry in administering and Hous, 838-4674 or any OSPIRG
enforcing the Oregon Forest campus office.
Practices Act of 1971.
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of the following apartments -Sunrise

Maple Court

Windjammer North

331 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Dan Palmer
Apt. No. 13 - Phone 838-1525

180 W. Ackerman
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Mgr.: Gary Stevens
Apt. No. 20 - Phone 838-3398

339 - 365 W. Jackson
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Richard Densmore
Apt'. No. 9 - Phone 838-2728

Kingston

Parkplace & Boardwalk

220 - 240 S. Knox
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Dan Becker
Apt. No. 1 - Phone 838-4737

272 - 292 S. College
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Terry Bonnet
Apt. No. 20 - Phone 838-4524

Walnut Court
270-280-290 S. Warren
Mgr.: Dan Powell
Apt. No. 12 - Phone 838-2145

Honeycomb
Windjammer South
471 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Chris Vogel
Apt. No. 18 - Phone 838-5047

164 S. Catron
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Dan Becker
Apt.: (KingstonNo. 1) - Phone
838-4737

your tobacconist,
Dick Van Horne

Lexington

&

fine imported pipes
mail order service

8

quality tobacco
blended in our shop

325 Court Street NE
phone 585-7600

cigarette
tobaccos and papers

WM63<3e$36S363tXS3t3tXS3e3tXX3ese3tX3tX38^1tX3e3e3t363t3tS$XX3S3«

Roanore

53 W. Gentile
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Stuart Gourley
Apt. No. 32 Phone 838-3485

To qualify, s i m p l y s i g n o u r l e a s e for April a n d Mi y P
May, a n d r e c e i v e f r o m J u n e 1 t o J u n e 14 Absolutely
There a r e a l i m i t e d n u m b e r of v a c a n c i e s s o a c now.
Page 3
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Actually, we just ran out of topics
*
by NANCY BARTOZ
and KENN LEHTO
Photos by VALCAMP
Contrary to our policy of un
biased topic selection for this
article, we decided this week to
let the students select their own
topic of discussion. (Actually we
just ran out of topics of our own,
and were too lazy to try and think
of one.) So, upstairs we went to
the College Center Concourse, to
search out our innocent victims
and ask,
"Do you have any comment
that you would like to see in
lamron 2?"

Tina Tommaso (senior) -- Kind
of as a preview for next term,
we've been talking about having
an X-rated film. It's "Fritz the
Cat". There's been some
hesitation on the part of the
administration about this, and
we'd be interested in knowing
what students feel about this,
whether it would be offensive, or
whether it's viewed as one movie
as part of the variety, as part of
the whole. If anybody has any
opinions one way or the other
about X-rated movies in general,
or this movie specifically we'd
really appreciate hearing about
them in the College Center Office,
or in SPO Box No. 53.
Steve Anderson, (frosh) Yeah, school's great. We have

some very excellent teachers...
the economy is going down hill...
we still have the Bill of Rights
and a good library, a good
Lamron and some good liber
tarians.
Ron Osibov, (frosh) -- We are
trying to start an outdoor
program at OCE. Mainly we want
to cover all outdoor pursuits and
have it unlimited as far as a
variety of what to do in the

_
ovhihit or
Center on the ASOCE Bulletin Indian jewelry for exhibit or
possibly for sale. Cultural Week
Board. It covers every day of the
week, with "trip sheets". The is open to all peoples who may
"trip sheet" is the manner in have anything they wish to share
which you put forth your interest with the campus and community.
in an activity. If someone else has We would like to extend this invi
an interest in that activity they tation to everybody. What the Na
can come and see your trip sheet, tive American club will be doing
during this time is having a
and sign their name to it.
As far as organization there is fashion show, which we are
no chairman, secretary, or vice- thinking of having on Friday,
president. Everyone is respon April 5th. On Saturday, April 6th,
sible for his own person. We want the club will be sponsoring an
Indian Feed. Saturday evening
everyone equal.
we will be having a "Pow Wow"
with students from Portland
State, Oregon State, U of 0, and
the Siletz people.

Patty Rothenbucher, (frosh) I would like to know what is being
done about getting a day care
center started for the college. I
know myself, and a lot of the
other students are in great need
of one. With the present facilities
at Todd Hall being unavailable to
us, the prices of paying a baby
sitter are just outrageous. I
would like to know if there is
anything being done to get this
day care center rolling.
woods. You can go bicycling,
mountain climbing, hiking, cross
country skiing, out on a picnic, or
watch birds. The main crux of the
whole program is interest. If
someone is interested in
something they share that
interest with someone else.
The
Outdoor
Program
facilitates getting together with
other people. A calendar board is
being established in the College

SEIKO.
THE RIGHT-ON
GRADUATION GIFT.

Dean Azule, (soph) -- Since
attending OCE, I've been getting
pretty actively involved with the
Native
American
Student
Association. From what I
understand from last year from
their cultural week they had a
fairly good turnout. This year
our Cultural Week will be the first
week of April. I want to bring it to
the attention of everybody that
might be interested that the
Native American club will be
having displays put out in the
trophy cases in the College
Center. Also the club is trying to
bring in some jewel-smiths with

press is that we
v are here, we are
alive, and we are doing very,
very fine. Any questions about
Cultural Week, contact me, Dean
Azule.

Thom Gerberding (soph) - I
feel there is a greater need to
bring more younger professors
into the academic world, because
perhaps many of the older profs
are too structural in their
theories. We need new ideas, and
we need new alternatives in our
academic structure. Perhaps one
of the reasons for the recent
announcement in the newspapers
as to OCE's being nominated for
the number one teacher's college
is the fact that the emphasis in
other institutions is being placed
more in other areas of education.
We are not trying to sell our Perhaps OCE should also follow
culture to anybody. We are what this trend if it is going to survive
we are, and all we want to ex- as an institution of education.

Army ROTC coming
Something new will be added to
Oregon College of Education next
fall-on campus Army ROTC
classes.
Commencing next fall classes
in Military Science will be offered
to OCE students at Monmouth for
the first time. In the past,
students participating in Army
ROTC have been cross-enrolled
at Oregon State University but
have been required to commute
to Corvallis for all Military
Science instruction.
Under the new program, OCE
students will be able to attend
Army ROTC classes on the Ore

gon College of Education
campus.
Instructors for the OCE Mili
tary Science classes will be pro
vided by the ROTC detachment
at Oregon State University. In
terested students can obtain the
details of this new program and
information concerning Army
ROTC by contacting the ROTC
representative who will be on the
OCE campus at the Student
Activities Center on 28 March
1974 from 10:00 to 4:00 p.m., or
by writing to Army ROTC,
Oregon College of Education,
Monmouth, Oregon 97361.

DICTIONARIES
WEBSTER
Library size 1973 edition, brand new,
still in box.
Cost New $45.00

Will Sell For $15
(Deduct 10 per cent on orders of 6 or more)

Make Checks Payable to
DICTIONARY LIQUIDATION
Two from Seiko's Hot-Line Series: Yellow top/
stainless steel back, Seiko wine red dial, luminous,
adjustable bracelet. Self-wind, day-date calendar,
instant date setting. 98.2 ft. water tested. 17 jewels.
Ask for No. AC046M. $100.
All stainless steel, Seiko burnt umber dial,
luminous. Adjustable bracelet. Self-wind, day-date
calendar, instant date setting. 98.2 foot watertested. 17 jewels. Ask for No. AC045M. $79.50.

Nutate and Liberty Sts.
Page 4
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e Winter Olympics live in the summer
by SUE STRONG
The whole idea started out as
a joke," Deo Bridges, chairman
ot the Winter Olympics Com
mittee stated. "Monmouth
always bragged about having the
tallest living Christmas tree, but
when the lightening storm burnt
otf the top, that no longer held
true."
It was about that time of year
when cities put in a bid for the
Winter Olympics and Denver,
Colorado had just been turned
down by their voters. Scott
McArthur, the city attorney, and
Bridges got the idea to also bid
for the Olympics, so they wrote
a letter to the National Olympics
Committee.
The National Committee
responded that the bid had to go
through the U.S. Committee, so
another letter was written.
"We never heard from them,"
Bridges commented. "Scott
wrote up a news release and

pretty soon almost every radio
station in the U.S. had picked up
on it. I even heard that a radio
station in Brazil broadcast it."
That was the starting of putting
little Monmouth, Oregon on the
map with all the free publicity.
Various people picked up on the
Winter Olympics idea and soon
T-shirts and bumper stickers
came out. The Winter Olympics
Committee quickly caught on to
the idea and joined the act, too.
The Monmouth-Independence
Winter Olympics is not just an
idea, itis a reality. Its first
premier was July 4, 1973. The
Olympic day started with a
parade of vintage cars rolling
down Main Street. Eight-five
contestants competed in a minmarathon of 2.6 miles from
Shorty Fisher's gas pump to the
Independence beer gardens and
over 100 people showed up for the
Olympic Frisbee Throwing
Contest.

The AirForce Pilot has it
made* AirForce ROTC
will help you make it*

Originally, the thought was to
make organic frisbees from
Nelson's cows on Cupids Knoll,
bu the Olympic Committee
settled for putting their sticker on
commercial frisbees.
The traditional raft race was
again held, but this time it was in
the Olympic category. A new
event, the Olympic Rock
Skipping Contest, was added and
proved very popular.
"Our goal is to get something
going like Mt. Angel's October
Fest," Bridges stated. "Last
year, the Olympics were only one
day, but we hope to extend it to
three or four days when the
Fourth of July lands on a
weekend."
To have a big event as the
Olympic Committee wants takes
money, so the profits from the Tshirt sales and other activities
goes into the Olympic fund. With
a lot of backing by the com
munity and hard work, the
Monmouth-Independence Winter
Olympics will live on.
In fact, it already does in the
mind of radio station KEX who
occasionally gives snow con
ditions for Monmouth along with
the ski report. So get out your
snow gear. Monmouth is ready
for the Winter Olympics
whenever the weather decides to
cooperate.

McCall to take
right
to get pumped
ATTENTION: There
will be a meeting at 12:20
and again at 1:20 Friday
March 8 in the TV room
downstairs in the College
Center.
If you are interested in
helping remove Gov.
McCalPs Energy Power at
a time when the oil em
bargo is about to be lifted - plan on attending one of
the two meetings.
The meetings will be
organizational ones and
will concentrate on how
concerned citizens can
make Gov. McCall aware
of the fact the people of
Oregon are not going to sit
idlely by and merely
watch while this type of
power is being used to
control them.

Beach Boys
to appear

& ^eSSna
If^tfqualify, the Air Force ROTC will give you
150—you're started towards the J f
"roTC Program. Consider all
That's only one of the fringe benefits of the Air t orce ku i v,
g

Scholarships—6,500 of them that cover full tuition. Plus reim_»t for textbooks. Plus lab and incidental fees.
Plus $100 a month, tax-free, to use as you like. ^

Contact Captain Simpson

The Beach Boys, an in
ternationally popular recording
group, will appear in concert at
the Salem Armory Auditorium on
Friday, March 15 at 8:00 p.m.
Advance tickets for the event
are priced at $5.00, and are
available at all Meier and Frankaffiliated ticket outlets statewide.
The event is being co-produced
by Irving Granz Productions of
Los Angeles and EJD En
terprises.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

The College Center, Wednesdays, 9 A M. -JPM.
Ac iLp around in Air Force KOIC.

Get your college career off the grouna

7, 1974

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE *2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.
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World's 'wonder' drug
by MELISA McFIE
By April of '64 the 100 billionth
bayer aspirin tablet had just been
produced for the United States
Market. Today the aspirin
industry manufactures 35 million
lbs. of aspirin a year-more than
enough to fill four 100-car freight
trains~or five tablets a week for
every man, woman, and child in
the United States.
Aspirin comes from a family of
herbs and has been used in many
parts of the world, and like most
important chemicals, it is now
made from coal tar.
Called the wonder drug of the
world, aspirin is considered the
world's safest drug besides being
the cheapest. (It costs only Vfe
cent per tablet.) Doctors
prescribe aspirin to treat a host
of different ills...from rhumatic
fever and gout to cancer and
hangovers.
Although aspirin is hailed as
the world's first true wonder

damage to the bone marrow,
drug, it has yet to be proven that
anemia, nausea, dimness of
it cures anything! Even though
vision, loss of hearing ringing of
aspirin is good, by and large, for the ears, kidney damage, chronic
what ails you, there are ex
nasal symptoms, nosebleeds,
ceptions. This drug, unfor
asthma, dizzy spells. Aspirin can
tunately, is a potential danger to
also make one 'drunk'; can cause
many. To these, one tablet of
bizarre behavior, stupor and
aspirin means instant death, via
movement and skin disorders.
asthma attacks or extreme
A Trojan horse
bleeding.
Let's look at a few case
Is Aspirin safe?
examples that show how this
Today aspirin accounts for
medication in our drug-oriented
more poisonings than any other
society is truly a Trojan horse.
drug. This is not surprising
+A doctor substitute gives an
considering the casual way in
allergic woman, with a bad heart,
which aspirin is prescribedf and
aspirin for pain in the left
taken. But is it desirable to take
shoulder. Result: A cardiac
aspirin at all? Let us turn to
death.
evidence which indicates that the
4-A 59-year-old man with nerve
answer should be in the negative.
pain takes 700 five-grain tablets
Although aspirin is the most
common
over-the-counter in fifteen days. Result: Deep
coma and hospitalization. Un
medication it can, and does cause
fortunately, on and on we could
adverse reactions even in
go'moderate' dosages: Specifically,
Researchers are readily
damage to walls of the stomach,
petic ulcers, gastrointestinal bringing hazards involved in
bleeding,
birth
defects, frequent use of aspirin to light.
chromosome
aberrations, More and more evidence is
pointing to the fact that aspirin is
not a drug to be taken routinely
for every ache and pain.
But, disarmed by a society that
shrewdly implies that aspirin is
harmless, people continue to
endanger the life of their children
by administering the drug.
Examples of this are numerous.
One mother had been giving her
baby aspirin to relieve pain. She
did not know that she was also
giving the child a cough remedy
that had acetylsalicylic acid
(aspirin) in it also; the child died.

Aspirin abuse is a major problem in the United
States today. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

poisoning, have developed the
technique of packaging supplies
of aspirin in one long continuous
strip with a tablet in each pouch.
In addition to this the drug
companies have restricted to 36
the number of aspirin sold in one
bottle of children's aspirin.
How does aspirin really work?
For all of aspirin's long and
widespread acceptance as a drug
to relieve pain, reduce inflam
mation, and lower fever, its
mechanism of action has eluded
discovery for man years. Now,
however, the puzzle of how
aspirin really works can be ex
plained, at least in part.
Two
teams
of
London
researchers unaware of 'each
INTERNATIONAL Rome (AP): Italy's center-left coalition other's studies have come up with
government, an alliance of Marxists and Catholics, collapsed well-documented explanatory
Saturday under the weight of economic ills, political squabbles, and a evidence...Aspirin inhibits the
broadening oil scandal. Premier Mariano Rumor, a Christian synthesis of prostaglandians,
Democrat, and his four-party coalition government resigned after local hormone-like regulators
only nine months in office - roughly the average lifespan of Italian released by tissues in response to
certain stresses. By blocking the
governments since the end of World War II.
pain
is
London (AP): Conservative Edward Heath resigned Monday after prostaglandins,
44 months as prime minister and his arch rival, Laborite Harold prevented.
One of the functions of the
Wilson, took over the task of trying to form a new, minority govern
ment. Three days earlier, Wilson's Laborites narrowly defeated the prostaglandins is to prevent the
Conservatives in national elections. They took more seats in the House release of gastric juices. Aspirin,
of Commons than the Conservatives ~ 301-296 - but neither won by blocking the prostaglandins,
allows the free flow of gastric
enough for a majority in the 635-seat House.
Wondering about the condition of
juices which in turn irritate the
Paris
(AP):
A
packed
Turkish
jetliner
exploded
and
slammed
into
a
your audio equipment?
wooded slope north of Paris Sunday, spewing debris and bodies for stomach wall.
miles. The worst air disaster in history claimed all 346 aboard. There Interference causes pregnancy?
Just bring in your amplifier, preamplifier, or receiver —
The inference of aspirin in the
was no immediate indication of sabotage, although a Turkish official
regardless of age, make, or where you bought it. The Marantz
human body can also cause other
said
he
was
not
ruling
it
out.
In
Ankara,
Turkish
Communications
people will take it from there.
II Minister Ferda Guley, said "considering the world situation" he was 'unwanted' effects. Women,
First, they will thoroughly test your equipment (except the
taking heavy doses of aspirin,
not ruling out sabotage.
tuner section of your receiver) on $7,000 worth of precision
NATIONAL Ann Arbor (AP): A Ku Klux Klansman, stricken with can make themselves more
laboratory equipment. And they'll tell you if you're getting all
terminal leukemia, held a deathbed news conference and said he vulnerable to becoming pregnant
the sound performance you paid for.
bombed 10 school buses in Pontiac in August 1971. Elmer Tackett, 54, especially if they are using IUD
said he set and lit dynamite fuses that destroyed the buses the day for contraceptive purposes. This
In addition, the results will be plotted on a graph for your
before a court-ordered school desegregation busing plan was to go into is based on reports by more
records. You'll also get an attractive brochure that explains
effect. He admitted being a member of the Ku Klux Klan at the time of than one researcher that the IUD
exactly what's been done and what it all means.
works by irritating the lining ol
the bombing.
There are no strings attached.
Reno (AP): The world's oldest profession has an energy problem. the uterus which in turn causes
And you don't have to buy anything. We're bringing the
Nevada bordello owners say the thriving prostitution industry is the release of prostaglandins.
Marantz people to our store simply to get you to know us a
feeling the pinch as gasoline and diesel fuel shortages keep customers This is based on evidence that
away. Most of the three dozen houses of legalized prostitution prostaglandin production may be
little better.
contacted in an Associated Press survey said business is generally blocked by heavy doses ol
down and they blame the fuel shortage. Brothel owners said the recent aspirin.
Date:
Time:
Aspirin deserves far more
trucker's strike, which kept many trucks off Nevada's highways,
respect as a potentially hazar
deprived them of some of their regular clientele.
Washington: The Supreme Court ruled Monday that conscientious dous medicine and the fact that
objectors may be denied Veterans' benefits. In an 8-1 decision, the medical doctors prescribe it often
court upheld a 1966 law that limits the benefits to those who serve on and hold it as a relatively sate
active military duty. Justice William O. Douglas dissented. Under the drug should not be interpreted by
Brought to you by
federal law, conscientious objectors who serve on active military duty the general public to mean that
in a non-combatant capacity are eligible for veterans' benefits.
aspirin can be taken frequently
STATE (Salem): The Oregon Transportation Commission adopted a There are some real dangers
maximum speed limit of 55 miles per hour on highways. The resulting from aspirin use.
Legislature voted last week to allow the commission to fix a maximum
limit of 55 as long as the energy crisis exists because the federal
government refused highway aid to states that didn't adopt a limit of
55 as a fuel conservation measure.
Seaside: The GOP Dorchester Conference Sunday voted in favor of
impeachment of President Nixon. The question was worded- "Should
the President of the United States be brought to trial before the Senate
OCE OSPIRG will h a v e an
for treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors^' " information table at registration
2230 FAIRGROUNDS ROAD, NE
Delegates responded with 286 yes votes and 119 nays In another vote March 25 in the old PE gym An
Sunday,
the delegates opted 193-81 against gas rationing^ Opponents informative guide to aPar^efnh(>
364*3289
1 Clted the added federal bureaucracy it would require
in the Monmouth area and
Coryallis: Gasoline dealers here and in Philomath have adoDted results of a local supermar
what they call the "Corvallis Plan." The plan calls for the area s
price survey will be availa _
service stations to sell two-thirds of their daily allocat on fn the
Volunteers for Spring term c
U0
In
morning and the other one-third in the afternoon.
"
sign up at the table.
Page
Another child received one to two
grains of aspirin daily for sixteen
months, for irritability, teething
and sleeplessness and death was
the result.
Consumer Bulletin reports that
nearly 13,000 cases of poisoning,
with aspirin, of children under
five took place in a single recent
year. Of 13,000, 125 died from
their experience.
Packing companies, in an
attempt to prevent child
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news synopsis

Thursday
March 14

Noon 'till
8:00 P.M.

The

OSPIRG table
at registration
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Calendar

Schedule of Classes

REGISTRATION DATES

8-week Session
June 17-Aug. 9
R e q i s t r a t i -on

Begins

First 4-week Session
June 17-July 12

Monday, June 17

Monday, June 17

Tuesday, June 18

Classes Begin

SUMMER
SESSION

Second 4-week Session
July 15-Aug. 9
Either Monday, June 17
or Monday, July 15

Tuesday, June 18

Monday, July 15

Last Day for Registra
tion or Addition of
Monday, June 24
New Courses

Monday, June 24

Monday, July 22

Late Registration Fee
Effective for Those
Who Have Permission
by the Registrar to
Register Late

Tuesday, June 25

Tuesday, June 25

Tuesday, July 23

Change of Program Fee
Effective

Tuesday, June 25

Tuesday, June 25

Tuesday, July 23

Last Day for Dropping
Courses Without
Being Responsible
for Grades

Monday, July 15

Monday, July 1

Monday, July 29

June 17-August 9

Oregon College
of Education

SPECIAL DATES
June 17, Monday, 1:30 p.m., Writing Test for Teacher Education (MH 121)
June 21, Friday, Last Day to file application for degree, if degree is to be completed
summer session, 1974.

Schedule A - STEPS IN REGISTRATION
- Monday, June 17 -

June 22, Saturday, 10:00 a.m., Miller Analogies Test (Ed 217)
July 4, Thursday, No Classes - Independence Day Holiday

1.
2.

July 15-16, Monday and Tuesday, Master's Degree Final Written Comprehensive Examination

Obtain packet of registration material in College Center Lounge after 8 a.m.
Complete Official Schedule Card in ink (both front and back). This is your
entrance pass to the sectioning area.
Students with last names beginning with:
A-G enter after 8:30 a.m.
H-0 enter after 9:30 a.m.
P-Z enter after 10:30 a.m.
Enter east door of OPE gymnasium and proceed to sectioning area.
Obtain a class card for each course. Please ask for cards by section number
if more than one section is offered. Sign aTT class cards.
Exit through north door and complete any other cards in packet prior to having
fees assessed in HSS 110.
Pay tuition and fees:
a. Second floor hallway HSS, if you have a check for the exact amount.
b. Business Office (Ad 102), if paying by any means other than with a check for
the exact amount.

3.

26,29,30,31, Friday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Master's Degree Final Oral Exam
inations .

July

August 12, Monday, 4:00 p.m. - Grades due in Registrar's Office for all courses and
workshops completed by August 9.

4.
5.

Every effort will be made to satisfy student course requests, if the student begins the
registration process on Monday, June 17. Students who plan to take courses only during
the second four-week period are encouraged to register on June 17, or make arrangements
wth the appropriate instructors, so that they will be assured of a place in the classes
desired. Special problems may not be resolved for a day or so, but our goal is to pro
vide the type of class schedule that is desired.

6.
7.

Schedule B - STEPS IN REGISTRATION
After June 17
(between June 18-24 and July 15-22)

Registration Information

1.

TUITION AND FEES

2.
3.
4.
5.

The summer session covers a period of eight weeks, beginning on June 17 and ending on
August 9. Students may register for regular courses and
workshops according to the
following schedule of fees (special workshops require additional fees):
Undergraduates
Hrs.
Amount

Graduates
Amount
Hrs.

48.50
60.00
71.50
83.00
94.00
108.50
123.00
8
137.50
9
151.50
10
165.00
11
179.00
12-21
Each additional hour
over 21
11.50

75.50
1-2
100.50
3
125.50
4
154.00
5
183.00
6
211.50
7
239.50
8
266.00
9-16
Each additional hour
over 16-25.00

1-2

3
4
5
6
7

Procedure for changing schedule if fees have been paid: Secure change of schedule form
from Registrar's Office. Obtain instructor s signature for all classes added and/or
dropped. Return form to Registrar's Office and pay change of program fee, if applicable.
Notice to Graduate Students: All persons, including OCE graduates, desiring to enroll
at Oregon College of Education for study at the graduate (post baccalaureate) level in
a planned program must complete application for admission to the college and graduate
study by filing with the director of admissions the various items listed in the regular
O.C.E. catalog. They should also take the Miller Analogies Test when it is administer
ed on'Saturday, June 22. If you desire assistance in planning your schedule, prepare
a tentative schedule and report to the graduate program table.
Graduate students expecting to complete their master's degree programs during the
current summer session must file a completed Application for Master's Degree with the
director of graduate programs by June 21. Failure to do so may delay completion of
their programs until a later term.

•

1. Late registration fee for students who have been given permission by the
Registrar to register late
2. Change-of-program fee. Per course
.
3. Miller Analogies Test fee (advance registration required)
'
4. Special fees. For art fees see art schedule, for music fees see music
schedule, and for PE fees see PE schedule.

Secure class cards from instructors of classes desired. Contact instructors at
class or in their office. If you have difficulty in making contact with the in
structor, contact the departmental secretary for assistance.
Obtain packet of registration material in the Registration Office, Ad 108.
Complete "Official Schedule Card" in inkl
Have fees assessed in Ad 108.
Pay tuition and fees in Business Office, Ad 102.

$ 5.00
1.00

5.00

Notice to Students attempting to satisfy admission requirements as a beginning freshman:
All beginning freshmen attending summer session for the purpose of satisfying admission
reguTrementF"foFTaTTterm must take English Composition (Wr 121 along with any two
of the following courses: A 127, Psy 201, Eng 104, Eng 105, Eng 107, Sp 111, Mus 201,
Bi 101 GS 104 Mth 121, Ec 201, Geog 105, Hst 201. The requirement states: Students
havinq'qraduated from high school and who have not met the minimum adrrnss "kin^require
ments via the high school GPA or the SAT or ACT score may gain admission by achieving
a minimum GPA of 2.00 (C) on 9 term hours in a regular collegiate summer session, in
cluding a course in English Composition and two or more courses from the areas of hum
anities, social science or science-mathematics." If you desire assistance in planning
your schedule, prepare a tentative schedule and report to the Registrar s table.

Workshops may be cancelled if enrollments do not attain predetermined levels.
The State Board of Higher Education reserves the right to change the schedule of fees
without notice.
Fee refunds: The refund schedule has been established ^
uncTmus^bfTLde
Education and is on file in the business office
Any rl im for
in writinq before the close of the term in which the cl
the
rrf,,nH
i^TaTTcases are calculated from the date of applica^°?nfLucases when formal
date when the student ceased attending classes, excep
control of the student,
withdrawal has been delayed through causes largely
unless circumhoH,.1p?
luition refunds are not made to students who reduce their schAdJi]ei^ujlLes^
stances exist which are beyond the student's control.

MAXIMUM REGISTRATION
Fifteen hours constitute the maximum summer session load for undergraduates. There
is no limit for graduate students; however, 12 credit hours or four clock-hours per
JLl is considered to be the normal full-time load. Permission for an overload for
undergraduates must be requested by petition to the Academic Requirements Committee
no later than Wednesday, June 19.
SUMMER SESSION GRADUATES
AH ,nniirAtinn^ for degrees to be completed during the current summer session (bachelors

and

masters) must be fi1ed in the Registrar's Office by Friday, June 21.
LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS

BUILDINGS
AA ...
Ad ...
CES ..
CH ...
Ed ...
HSS ..
Lib ..
MH ... ,

Arnold Arms
Administration

Campus Elementary School
Campbell Hall
Education
Humanities-Social Science
library
Music Hall

MAI ...
MA2 ...
MplH ..
NPE ...
NS
OPE ...
SwH ...
WH

Forms

will be available at the Registrar s Office.

Music Annex One
Music Annex Two
Maple Hall
New Physical Education
Natural Science
Old Physical Education
Swindel Hall
West House

REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS
. . ... for all classes
/~i,ccoc at
same time,
time if possible.
are encouragldTrTgiVter
at the
the sane
who will onl^. be taking c% *
a c c o r d i n g ^Schedule"/! below,
I to registiFfor classes on
to Schedule B. Please note
i students can register after June 17 according to Scneou
ition deadlines in the summer calendar.
s e

ition for all students will begin °n Monday, June
.m. - 12 noon). Instructors will also be in their
i to assist with advisement and class scheduling.

- u„„cinn armrrmnHations are available for summer session students.
Comfortable on-campus
blanket are furnished. Residence halls will be open on

Sheets, Pl11o"« f na"^°n®nSw?n rem^n open until August 9, 1974. Dining room food
service will be open'for'the eight-week session, only, beginning on June 17 and closing
with the noon meal on August

9.

Food service will be furnished on two bases:
^
?

Meals

t0 be

served Monday breakfast through Friday noon luncheon each week;

Meals to be served seven days of the week, 3 meals per day (except that only two
meals will be served on Sunday or holidays).

i. n
include both board and room. Rooms are not available without
board^'No refund of board and room payments will be made unless the student withdraws
from school.
r
and room under the programs listed above may be secured by
Rates an^.ch^^to°r0f Dormitories, Oregon College of Education, Monmouth, Oregon
writing tne uirecuui

97361.

A-1

Title

Schedule of Classes

3Practicum:

Section Course
Number Number

Learning Disabili
12

ties I

3Practicum:

Cr.

Time, Days, Place

Instructor

2 MTWTh, CES 302

B.Young &
Staff
3 MTWTh, CES 302 ...... B.Young &
Staff
8 MTWTh, CES 302
B.Younq &
Staff
9 MTWTh, CES 302
B.Young &
Staff
10 MTWTh, CES 302
B.Younq &
Staff
11 MTWTh, CES 302
B.Younq &
Staff
11 MTWTh, CES 302
B.Young &
Staff
12 MTWTh, CES 302
B.Younq &
Staff
12 MTWTh, CES 302
B.Young &
Staff
1 MTWTh, CES 302
B.Younq &
Staff
2 MTWTh, CES 302
B.Young &
Staff

Ed 509

Learning Disabili

Ed 509
13
ties I • •
Practicum: Learning Disabili
Ed 509
14
ties II
Practicum:'Learning Disabili
Ed 509
15
ties II
Practicum: Learning Disabili
509
Ed
16
ties II
Practicum: Learning Disabili
Ed 509
ties II
.......... 17
Practicum: Learning Disabili
Art
Ed 509
18
ties II
A $2.50 fee is charged for each art course unless otherwise stated
Practicum: Learning Disabili
All Art classes are scheduled for one clock hour per day during summer session.
Ed 509
19
ties II
Section Course
Title
Number Number
Cr. Time, Days, Place
Instructor Practicum: Learning Disabili
Ed 509
20
ties II
Practicum: Learning Disabili
3
12 MTWTh, CH 102
Stobie
127
Art Appreciation
1
509
Ed
21
ties II
3
11 MTWTh, CH 109
Mattingly
209
Printmaking: Intaglio $5.00
1
Practicum:
Learning
Dis
3
11
MTWTh,
CH
109
Mattingly
210
Printmaking: Lithography $5.00 • 1
Ed 509
22
abilities II
3
12 MTWTh, CH 225
Kirk
211
Life Drawing $10.00
1
3
9 MTWTh, CH 225
Casey
220
Drawing & Composition I
1
Practicum: Learning Dis3
9 MTWTh, CH 225
Casey
221
Drawing & Composition II
1
3 MTWTh, CES 302 ,,
3
Ed 509
23
3
12 MTWTh, CH 227
Casey
222
Desiqn I
1
Staff
3
9 MTWTh, CH 108
Mattingly
225
Watercolor I
1
1-9 DHA, TBA
Ed 509
34
3
9 MTWTh, CH 225
Casey
226
Drawing & Composition III
1
3
12 MTWTh, CH 225
Kirk
Practicum: Early Childhood
227
Life Drawing II $10.00
1
1-9 DHA, TBA
Ed 509
35
3
12 MTWTh, CH 227
Casey
Ed.-Learning Disabilities
228
Design II
1
3
12
MTWTh,
CH
227
Casey
Practicum: Individual
229
Design III
1
1-4 M, Ed 118
3
Ed 509
36
3
8 MTWTh, CH 227
Stone
238
Lettering
1
3
2 MTWTh, CH 001
Kirk
Practicum: Individual
240
Light Image I
1
1-4 T, Ed 118
3
Ed 509
37
3
2 MTWTh, CH 001
Kirk
241
Light Image II
1
3
8 MTWTh, CH 102 ....... Glaeser
Practicum: individual
251
Art History I
1
1-4
Th, Ed 118
3
Ed 509
38
3
9 MTWTh, CH 005
Hoskisson
Counseling I
254
Ceramics I $7.00
1
3
11 MTWTh, CH 005 .
Hoskisson Practicum: Secondary
254
Ceramics I $7.00
2
8-4 F, Lake Oswego .. .. Lambertson
3
Ed 509
39
3
1 MTWTh, CH 005
Hoskisson
255
Ceramics II $10.00
1
3
10 MTWTh, CH 222
Culbertson Practicum: Elementary
256
Weaving: Non-Loom
1
1-4 W, Ed 143
3
3
12 MTWTh, CH 222
Culbertson
Ed 509
40
257
Weaving: Loom $7.00
1
3-6 DHA, TBA
3
9 MTWTh, CH 108
Mattingly
Ed 509
41
277
Watercolor II
1
1-4 MT, LARC
3
.. Yost
3
2 MTWTh, CH 108
Stobie
Ed 525
1
280
Instructional Uses of TV
Painting I
1
9 MTWThF, Ad 306
3
2 MTWTh, CH 108
Stobie
Psy 201
~3
1
281
^General Psychology
Painting II
1
10 MTWThF, Ad 306
3
2 MTWTh, CH 108
Stobie
3
Psy 202
1
282
4General Psychology
Painting III
1
11 MTWThF, Ad 306
3
10 MTWTh, CH 006
Stone
3
Psy 203
291
1
^General Psychology
Sculpture I $7.00
1
3
10 MTWTh, CH 006
Stone
292
Sculpture II $7.00
1
Field Experiences in the
DHA, Ed 201
3
Psy 227
Advanced Printmaking:
1
Helping Professions ...
3
11 MTWTh, CH 109
Mattingly
A 309
Intaglio $5.00
1
Advanced Printmaking:
^Designed for freshmen students who desire a field experience in schools.
2Ed 485G (sec. 1), Ed 487G (sec. 1), and Ed 507 (sec. 5) must be taken concurrently.
3
11 MTWTh, CH 109
Mattingly
310
Lithography $5.00
1
3
12 MTWTh, CH 225
Kirk
317
Advanced Drawing: Life $10.00 .. 1
3Concurrent registration in Ed 509 Practicum: Learning Disabilities I and Ed 516
3
9 MTWTh, CH 005
Hoskisson
Advanced Ceramics $15.00
1
319
(sec. 1 or 2) required.
3
9 MTWTh, CH 225
Casey
Advanced Drawing
1
321
^First six weeks only (June 17-July 26)
3
10 MTWTh, CH 101
Glaeser
Art Education (Elementary)
1
323
3
12 MTWTh, CH 227
Casey
330
Advanced Design $5.00
1
Advanced Sculpture $7.00
1
3
10 MTWTh, CH 006
Stone
331
Health, Physical Education and Athletics
Advanced Painting
1
3
2 MTWTh, CH 108
Stobie
337
Advanced Painting
1
338
3
2 MTWTh, CH 108
Stobie
Advanced Painting
1
339
3
2 MTWTh, CH 108
Stobie
Section Course
Advanced Drawing
1
351
3
9 MTWTh,CH 225
Casey
Title
Number Number
Cr. Time, Days, Place
Instructor
Advanced Ceramics $15.00
1
354
3
11 MTWTh, CH 005
Hoskisson
Advanced Weaving $7.00
1
356
3
10 MTWTh, CH 222
Culbertson Beginning Swimming
2
PE 113
1
1 TWTh, Pool
Shollen361
Lettering & Layout $5.00
1
3
8 MTWTh, CH 227
Stone
berger
407
Seminar: Recent Directions
1
3
10 MTWTh, CH 224
Cannon
Intermediate Swimming
21
PE
213
1
11
MTW,
Pool
ShollenIIndividual Studies: Special Art
berger
Projects for Elementary
Intermediate Swimming
20
PE 213P
1
11 MTWTh, Pool
ShollenTeachers $2.00-S12.00
1
A 426g
2-6 TBA, TBA
Cannon,
berger
CulbertScuba $10.00
40
PE 213
1
2 TWTh, Pool
Shallenson, Kirk,
berger
Stobie
Badminton
11
PE 114
1
11 MTW, OPE Gym
Caligure
Individual Studies: $2.50Golf $12.50
31
PE 114P
1
2-5 M; 2 W, OPE 107 ... McArthur
$15.00
426g
2-12 TBA, TBA
Staff
Golf $12.50
32
PE 114
1
2-5 M, OPE 107
McArthur
Art in the Elementary School ... 1
428g
3
10 MTWTh, CH 101
Glaeser
Golf
$12.50
33
PE 114
1
2-5 T, OPE 107
McArthur
Advanced Ceramics $15.00
1
447
3
1 MTWTh, CH 005
Hoskisson
Paddleball
55
PE 114
1
3 MTW, Courts
Livingston
Advanced Weaving
1
449
3
12 MTWTh, CH 222
Culbertson
Jogging
79
PE 114
1
7 TWTh, OPE 107
McArthur
Artistic Development of the
Volleyball
80
PE
115
1
10
MTW,
OPE
Gym
Caligure
Child
1
A 486
11 MTWTh, CH 224
Cannon
Volleyball
81
PE 115P
1
10 MTWTh, OPE Gym
Caligure
1
Football Coaching
1
PE 365
2
7-10 p.m., M, OPE 107 . McArthur
Students may sign up for either 2,3,4,5 or 6 sessions of this class for 2, 3, 4,
Principals of Physical
5, or 6 credits. A variety of experiences in crafts, drawing, painting,
Education
1
PE 447g
3
2 MTWTh, NPE 114
Livingston
printmaking, and other areas will be offered and all will be designed for the elem
entary teacher with little or no background in art. Classes will be scheduled Fridays:
June 21, 28, July 12, 19, 26, August 2. Specific information available in the Art
Department office. Advanced students may enroll for special projects.
Humanities

Eight-Week Session
June 17 - August 9

Education and Psychology
Title

Section Course
Number Number

1 Contemporary Education
Physical Education in the
Grades, Elementary • •
School Health ProgramElementary
Learning and Instruction in
the Elementary School
Learning and Instruction in
the Intermediate and
Secondary Schools
Seminar: Advanced Curriculum
for Mentally Retarded
Special Secondary Methods: Hum.

Practicum: Audiology
Practicum: Speech Pathology

Time, Days, Place

Instructor

DHA, Ed 201

Myers

1

Ed 111

2

2

Ed 344

3

12 MTWTh, OPE Gym

Caligure

1

Ed 351

3

8 MTWTh, NPE 114

Burke

1

Ed 361

9

1-3 MTWTh, CES 220 .... Lund

1

Ed 363

11

1-3 MTWTh, Ed 204

4
1

Ed 407-507
Ed 408

3
3

DHA, TBA
10 MTWTh, HSS 331

2
3

Ed 409-509
Ed 409-509

1-4
1-4

Organization & Practices in
the Instructional Materials
Center
1
Preparation of Educational Media
and Materials
1
Educational Media & Materials •• 1
Educational Media & Materials •• 2
^Principals & Practices of
Guidance Services
1
^Counseling Techniques
1
Thesis or Field Study
Special Individual Studies
^Seminar: Pre-Practicum I
5
JPracticum: Learning Disabilities
1
o
4
JPracticum: Learning Disabili. ties 1
5
JPracticum: Learning Disabili^ ties I
-6
^Practicum: Learning Disabilities 1
7
?n
^Practicum: Learning Disabilities
1
*n
.
8
^Practicum: Learning Disabili9
•^Practicum: Learning Disabili3*ies 1
*
10
Practicum: Learning Disabili
ties I
11

A-2

Cr.

Title

Ellingson

Bourne
WalkingBull
DHA, TBA
E.Young
10-12 TTh, Ed 116-17 •• E.Young,
Beier

Ed 433G

3

8 MTWTh, LARC

Lucas

Ed 434G
Ed 435G
Ed 435G

3
3
3

9-12 MTu, LARC
9-11 MW, LARC
9-11 TTh, LARC

Yost
Forcier
Forcier

3
3
3-9
1-6
3

8 MTWTh, Ed 104
9 MTWTh, Ed 104
DHA, TBA
DHA, TBA
10 MTWTh, Ed 104

Mattingly
House
staff
staff
Savicki

Ed 509

3

8 MTWTh, CES 302

Ed 509

3

9 MTWTh, CES 302

Ed 509

3

10 MTWTh, CES 302

Ed 509

3

11 MTWTh, CES 302

Ed 509

3

11 MTWTh, CES 302

Ed 509

3

12 MTWTh, CES 302

Ed 509

3

12 MTWTh, CES 302

Ed 509

3

1 MTWTh, CES 302

B.Young
Staff
B.Young
Staff
B.Young
Staff
B.Young
Staff
B.Young
Staff
B.Young
Staff
B.Young
Staff
B.Young
Staff

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

485G
487G
503
506
507

&
&
&
&
&

English Composition
Creative Writing
English Composition
English Composition
English Composition
English Composition
Introduction to Literature
Fiction
Introduction to Literature
Drama
World Literature
Special Studies in
Literature: Modern Women
Writers
The Bible as Literature ...
Introduction to Mythology:
Western
Literature of the Native
American

Section Course
Number Number

&

Time, Days, Place

Instructor

3
3
3
3
3
3

9 MTWTh, HSS 331
12 MTWTh, HSS 331
9 MTWTh, HSS 335
8 MTWTh, HSS 331
11 MTWTh, HSS 330
1 MTWTh, HSS 331

Sessom
Weiss
Eddings
Clarke
Hanson
Meyer

1
1
1
1
2
3

Wr
Wr
Wr
Wr
Wr
Wr

i

Eng 104

3

11 MTWTh, HSS 334

Meyer

i
1

Eng 105
Eng 107

3
3

8 MTWTh, HSS 334
10 MTWTh, HSS 332

Davis
Clarke

-|

Hum 306

3

9 MTWTh, HSS 334

Bracken-

1

Eng 318

3

12 MTWTh, HSS 332

bury
Sewell

Eng 387

3

11 MTWTh, HSS 332

Bracken-

121
218
222
323
323
323

bury
1

Eng 423g

3

2 MTWTh, HSS 332

Modern American Grammar & Usage. 1
Children's Literature
l
Literature &'Media for Young
Adults
i
Development of the English
Language
-j
Problems in Set Design and
Theater Structure
i
Form and Meaning in Film
]
Problems in Philosophy
] i
Modern Philosophy
"j
Fundamentals of Speech ..!!!!!!! 1
Oral Interpretation
]
Group Discussion Processes !!.. l
Production Workshop
''| i
Selection of Materials for
School Media Centers
i
Children's Literature
"|
Literature & Media for Youna
Adults
-j
Special Sec. Meth: Humanities ..j

Eng 475g
Eng 480g

3
3

11 MTWTh, HSS 331
11 MTWTh, Ed 104

WalkingBull
Phelps
Millsap

Eng 489g

3

12 MTWTh, HSS 334

Lemke

Eng 490g

3

1 MTWTh, HSS 329

Phelps

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1-3

9 MTWTh, HSS 329
2 MTWTh, HSS 334
8 MTWTh, HSS 332
10 MTWTh, HSS 334
12 MTWTh, HSS 329
11 MTWTh, HSS 329
10 MTWTh, HSS 329
DHA, CES Gym

Adams

Lib 442g
Lib 480g

3
3

9 MTWTh, HSS 330
11 MTWTh, Ed 104

Lib 489g
Ed 408

3
3

12 MTWTh, HSS 334
10 MTWTh, HSS 331

Hum 407-507
Hum 456g
Phi 201
Phi 313
Sp 111
Sp 239
Sp 323
TA 253

&
&

Cr.

Slawson
Moore
Moore
Schenck
Davis
Schenck

Page
Sasser

Millsap
Lemke

Walking
Bull

Music
Piano, VoicedInstruments* ^^credit^hn5 ^ir^k !ollows: Individual instruction in
(10 1-hour lessons) $42.50; Organ 1 rrlni! k
"5°^ lessons)' $25.; 2 credit hi
•ou, urgan, 1 credit hour, $32.50; 2 credit hours $47.50.

(Cont.)
iic activity courses mav ho
Note Not more than 12 hours of music
65 may be
uation

in Voice
performance Studies: Piano
Performance Studies: Organ
performance Studies: Voice
Performance Studies: Voice
Performance Studies: Brass
Performance Studies: Woodwind ..
Class Lessons in Piano ..
Band

production to Music and Its
Literature

Brasses ..
Woodwind Class ..
Performance Studies
Music Fundamentals
Music Fundamentals
Music Fundamentals
Music Education - Elementary ..
MUSic Education - Elementary ..
Performance Studies
performance Studies
Band
Chorus
Opera Workshop

Music in the Schools .
Performance Studies:
1Arranging
lAnalytical & Compositional
Seminar:

Study
Arranging
Analytical & Compositional

Study
Contemporary Development in
Music Education-Elementary ..
Music History & Literature
Performance Studies

i
5

6
7
2

3

Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus

181
190
190
190
190
190
190
192
195
197
201
235
236
290
381
381
382
383
383
390
391
395
397
398
407
490
514

J
-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1
1
1

.
(see

,
(see
(see

.
(see

Mus 520
Mus 515

2

Mus 521

2

Mus 524
Mus 551
Mus 591

2 T, MA 2 .
DHA, MA 1 .
DHA, MA 1 .
DHA, MA 2 .
DHA, MA 2
DHA, MH 101
DHA, MA 1
10 T, MH 105 !!"
7-9:30 M, MH 108*
3 MTWTh, MH 108

3
1
1
Mus
3
3
3
3
3
Mus
Mus
1
1
2
3
Mus
2

11 MTWTh, MH 122
9 MW, MH 108
9 MW, MH 108 ..."
190 for sections, etc.)
9 MTWTh, MH 123
10 MTWTh, MH 123
2 MTWTh, MH 123 '
11 MTWTh, MH 123
3-MTWTh, MH 123 .!
190 for sections, etc.)
190 for sections, etc.)
7-9:30 M, MH 108
3 MTWTh, MH 108
4 MW, MH 121
1 MTWTh, MH 123*!
190 for sections, etc.)
8 MTWThF, MH 122
8 MTWThF, MH 122
DHA, TBA

2

DHA, TBA

Mitton
Dobbs
Dobbs
Mitton
Wynn
Sorenson
Schrock
Dobbs
Sorenson
Wynn
Lyon
Sorenson
Sorenson
Smith
Smi th
Punke
Punke
Berg
Sorenson
Wynn
Wynn
Sorenson
Lyon
Lyon
Lyon

Lyon

3
9 MTWTh, MH 122
Berg
2
DHA, TBA
Sch?ock
(see Mus 190 for sections, etc.)

Natural Sciences and Mathematics
Laboratory
Biological Science for

Elementary Schools
Laboratory

GS 104
GS 104

4

GS 311
GS 311

3

Physical Science for Elementary
Schools
Laboratory

GS 312
GS 312

-

-

3
-

11 MTWTh, NS 101
DHA> TBA

Jaffer
Jaffer

1 MW, NS 204
2-4 MW, NS 204

Todd
Todd

10 MW, NS 101
10-12 TTh, NS 116 &

Liedtke
Liedtke

Earth Science for Elementary
Schools
Laboratory

Animal Behavior
Astronomy

General Biology
Laboratory

General Biology
Laboratory
Cytology
Laboratory

Morphology of Non-Vascular
Plants
Laboratory
Photography

Essentials of Mathematics ...
Essentials of Mathematics ...
Essentials of Mathematics ...
Mathematics for Elementary
Teachers
Theory of Numbers
Foundations of Mathematics ..
Modern Geometry
Elements of Statistical
Methods
Mathematics for Secondary
Teachers
Modern Algebra
Individual Studies
Individual Studies

GS
GS
GS
GS
Bi
Bi
Bi
Bi
Bi
Bi

313
313
407-507
424g
101
101
102
102
429g
429g

Bot 411g
Bot 411g
Ph 161
Mth1 121
Mth1 122
Mth 123
Mth
Mth
Mth
Mth

3
_

3
3
4
_

4
_

4
-

3

12 TTh, NS 101
Evett
11-1 MW, NS 217
Evett
1-3 M; 1 TTh, NS 004 .. Spring
1 MTWTh, NS 215
Cummins
1 MTWTh, NS 122
Johnson
2-4 M, NS 123
Johnson
10 MTWTh, NS 103
Spring
2-4 W, NS 125
Spring
9 MW, NS 122
Johnson
2-5 WTh, NS 201
Johnson

2
3
3
3

4 MW, NS 122
2-5 T, NS 204
2 TTh, NS 215
9 MTWTh, AA 101
3 MTWTh, AA 101
2 MTWTh, AA 101

Todd
Todd
Cummins
Barnard
Green
Nelson

311
343
41Og
415g

3
3
3
3

8 MTWTh, AA 101
10 MTWTh, AA 104
3 MTWTh, NS 103
10 MTWTh, NS 122

Barnard
Eastham
Main
Main

Mth 425g

3

1 MTWTh, NS 016

Eastham

3
3
TBA
TBA

11 MTWTh, NS 103
1 MTWTh, NS 101
DHA, TBA
DHA, TBA

Nelson
Green
Staff
Staff

Mth 492g
Mth 541
GS 406-506
Mth 506

-

June 17-July 12
Education and Psychology

People requiring specific courses for their programs not formally listed in this
schedule are urged to contact individual instructors or the department chairman to
make arrangements for registration.

Section Course
Number Number

Title
Fhn^tadryCat!°n.!n.the

Reading in

Intermediate Cartography

Cultural Geography
Cultural Geography
Environmental Problems and
Survival Strategies
geography of Europe
5dvanced Cartography
if^Phy of South America
ne Disadvantaged in American
Society
Sociology of Maturity & Aging ..
sociology of Race Relations ....
Tn^°nal-ity and Culture
aian in American Culture
exican American Culture
eminar: Corrections
J1 nam: World History Soviet Union
racticum: Corrections
Community-Based Correctional
"/ograms
Eaw & Corrections
estment of Adult & Juvenile
offender

3
3

8 MTWTh, HSS 106
10 MTWTh, HSS 106

Singh
Singh

Ec 488g
Hst 201
Hst 442g
Hst 479q
Geog 105
Geog 106
Geog 107
Geog 206
Geog 221
Geog 240

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

I MTWTh, HSS 106
9 MTWTh, HSS 111
11 MTWTh, HSS 109
10 MTWTh, HSS 111
11 MTWTh, HSS 235
10 MTWTh, HSS 235
8 MTWTh, HSS 235
9 MTWTh, HSS 236
1-4 T, HSS 235
1-4 Th, HSS 236

Singh
Anderson
Amspoker
Cotroneo
Griffin
Moran
Moran
Brandhorst
Brandhorst
Vanderford

Geog
Geog
Geog
Geog

313
340
411
412

3
3
3
3

10 MTWTh, HSS 236
1-4 Th, HSS 236
II MTWTh, HSS 236
11 MTWTh, HSS 236

Gallagher
Vanderford
Brandhorst
Brandhorst

Geog
Geog
Geog
Geog

425g
426g
440
461g

3
3
3
3

8 MTWTh, HSS 236
9 MTWTh, HSS 235
1-4 Th, HSS 236
12 MTWTh, HSS 235

Gallagher
Moran
Vanderford
Griffin

Soc 422g
Soc 458g
Soc 437g
Anth 471g
Anth 496g
Anth 497g
SSc 407

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

8 MTWTh, HSS 111
11 MTWTh, HSS 106
9 MTWTh, HSS 106
8 MTWTh, HSS 108
10 MTWTh, HSS 108
11 MTWTh, HSS 108
DHA, TBA

Allen
Allen
Allen
Crawford
Crawford
Crawford
Long

3
12

1

Teaching Reading in the'inter- "
mediate Grades
-j
Extended Curriculum for the
Mentally Retarded
-j
Introduction to Mental Retarda"
tion
-j
Diagnostic & Remedial"Techniques
in the Basic Skills ..
1
Diagnostic & Remedial Techniques
in Reading
-1
Principals & Practices'of
Guidance Services
2
Occupational & Educational
Information
-j
'Curriculum for the Mentally
Retarded
-|
Practicum: Basic Skills'!!!!!!! 26
Research Procedures in
Education
2
Research Procedures'in
Education
4
Extreme Learning Problems in
Basic Skills
-j
^Extreme Learning Problems in
Reading
-j
Contemporary Developments in
Early Childhood Education .... 1
Secondary School Administration .1
Educational Diagnosis & Pre
scription: Preacademic
1
Philosophy of Education
1
Philosophy of Education
2
Philosophy of Education
4
Elementary School Curriculum ... 1
Elementary School Administration
& Supervision
1
Instructional Materials for the'
Extreme Learning Problems
Specialist
School Supervision
Parent, Teacher, Child,
Community Relations
Psychology of Reading
Phonetics
Speech Pathology & Audiology:
Introduction
Introduction to Clinical Speech
Therapy
Clinical Speech Therapy
Clinical Speech Therapy
Introduction to Behavior
Modification
Theories of Personality
1
Developmental Psychology:
Infancy & Childhood
2
Developmental Psychology:
Adolescence & Maturity
1
Developmental Psychology:
Adolescence & Maturity
2
The Maladjusted Child
1
Psychology of Learning
1
Learning: Motor
Perceptual ... 1
Individual Intelligence
Testing
1
Individual Intelligence
Testing
1
Adv. Behavior Modification
1
Learning: Social
1

Communication with the Deaf
Orientation to the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing
Counseling the Deaf
Practicum: The Deaf

Instructor

3

Ed 351
Ed 407-507
Ed 407-507
Ed 409-509
Ed 409-509

8-10 MTWTh, OPE Gym ... Brown!ow
10-12 MTWTh, NPE 114 ..Burke
1-3 MTWTh, Ed 154 ... . Drexler

3
1-3
1-3

1-3 MTWTh, Ed 209E
DHA, TBA
DHA, TBA

. E.Young
. E.Young
. E.Younq

Ed 41OG

12-2 MTWTh, HSS 112 .. . Staff

Ed 437G

8-10 MTWTh, HSS 112 .. . Gengler

Ed 438G

8-10 MTWTh, Ed 204 ... . Mi 11 sap

Ed 456G

10-3 MTWTh, CES 1 .... . Bourne

Ed 464G

8-10 MTWTh, Ed 116-17

Fahey

Ed 465G

12-2 MTWTh, Ed 105 ...

Gengler

Ed 468G

12-2 MTWTh, Ed 105 ...

Gengler

Ed 485G

12-2 MTWTh, Ed 104 ...

Darby

Ed 486G

10-12 MTWTh, Ed 204 ..

Darby

Ed 489G
Ed 509

10-3 MTWTh, CES 1 ....
1-3 MTWTh, CES 302 ...

Bourne
B.Young

Ed 512

2-4 MTWTh, Ed 205 ....

Davis

Ed 512

10-12 MTWTh, Ad 302 ..

Girod

Ed 515

10-12 MTWTh, Ed 105 ..

Calkin

Ed 516

8-10 MTWTh, Ed 105 ....

B.Young

Ed 519
Ed 527

1-3 MTWTh, HSS 109 ...
8-10 MTWTh, Ed 209E ..

Hoyser
Myers

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

10-12 MTWTh, Ed 205 ..
8-10 MTWTh, HSS 11 OA .
12-2 MTWTh, Ed 205
8-10 MTWTh, AA 104 ...
10-12 MTWTh, HSS 11 OA

Herzog
Glogau
Glogau
Garrison
Garrison

528
546
546
546
553

Ed 554

3

8-10 MTWTh, Ed 209E ... Myers

Ed 572
Ed 574

8-10 MTWTh, Ed 205 ...
2-4 MTWTh, HSS 112 ...

Lacock
Utz

Ed 580
Ed 597
SpA 370

12-2 MTWTh, Ed 217 ...
3-5 MTWTh, Ed 105 ....
1-3 MTWTh, Ad 307 ....

Fahey
Koch
Beier

SpA 480G

3-5 MTWTh, Ed 116-17 .. Drexler

SpA 484g
SpA 485g
SpA 486g

8-10 MW, Ed 154 .
8-10 TTh, Ed 154
8-10 TTh, Ed 154

Psy 349
Psy 435g

1-3 MTWTh, Ad 306
Calkin
8-10 MTWTh, Ad 302 .... Venema

Psy 460g

2-4 MTWTh, Ad 302

Psy 461g

12-2 MTWTh, Ad 302 .... Staff

Psy 461g
Psy 463g
Psy 520
Psy 522

12-2 MTWTh, HSS 11 OA .. Miles
2-4 MTWTh, Ed 104
Jensen
10-12 MTWTh, Ad 307 ... Satterwhite
8-10 MTWTh, Ad 307 .... Osborne

Psy 523

1-3 MTWTh, Ed 116-17 .. Duncan

Psy 524
Psy 532
Psy 547

10-12 MTWTh, Ed 154
1-3 MTWTh, Ad 306 ..
2-4 MTWTh, HSS 11 OA

Beier
Beier
Beier

Girod

Rowland
Calkin
Satterwhi te

Amspoker
Long,
Ogard

3
3

4:30-7 W, HSS 108
7-10 W, HSS 108

Wiseman
Timpani

SSc 522

3

1-4 W, HSS 108

Ogard

1
1
42

Ed 491G

3

1-3 MTWTh, Ed 111

Staff

Ed 584
Ed 590
Ed 509

3
3
3

8-10 MTWTh, Ed 111 .... Nelson
10-12 MTWTh, Ed 111 ... Freeburg
3:30-5 MTW, Ed 111
Staff

Health, Physical Education and Athletics
Title

Section Course
Number Number

Basic Rhythms
Folk & Square Dance

^
10

PE 111
PE 111

Folk & Square Dance

12

PE 111P

1

PE 112
PE 113

Gymnastics & Self-Testing
Beginning Swimming
Handball (men)
Recreational Games
Recreational Games
Self Defense
Tennis
Tennis

Tennis
Games & Relays

SSc 516
SSc 518

1

1 Block Program - Ed 456G & Ed 489G must be taken concurrently.
Concurrent registration in Ed 509, Practicum: Learning Disabilities I & Ed 516 required.

Tennis
1-3 TTh, HSS 230
DHA, TBA

Time, Days, Place

Vocational Rehabilitation Counseling

Ec 201
Ec 318

SSc 407-507
SSc 409

Ed 344

^e'Primary'

Social Science
Principles of Economics
Money and Banking
An Introduction to Consumer
Economics
History of the United States ...
Revolutionary Europe
Urban America
Introductory Geography
Introductory Geography
Introductory Geography
Area Studies: The American West..
neld Geography
Introductory Cartography
Geography of the Pacific
Northwest

Cr.

^

1
School Health Program Elementary
?
Seminar: Aphasia !!!!!!!!!
i
Seminar: Educational
Audiology
?
Practicum: Audiology'!!.'
24
sPeech Pathoiigy'!!! 25
Methods & Research MaterialsLanguage Arts
-j
^Grades

lMus 514 and Mus 520 must be taken together.

Foundations of Physical Science.

First Four Weeks

counted toward grad-

B/

PE
PE
PE
PE

60

PE 114

5

. . . . 61

114
114
114P
114

PE 114P

62

PE 114

63

PE 114P

40

PE 115

Cr.

Time, Days, Place

Instructor

*10-10:50 MTWTh,Studio..Brownlow
*12-12:50 MTWTh, NPE
108
Brownlow
*12-1:30 MTWTh, NPE
108
Brownlow
*2-2:50 MTWTh, NPE 201 .Brownlow
*10-10:50 MTWTh, Pool .Shollenberger
*9-9:50 MTWTh, Courts...McArthur
*8-8:50 MTWTh, NPE Gym..Rice
*8-9:30 MTWTh, NPE Gym..Rice
*10-10:50 MTWTh, NPE
201
Rice
*12-12:50 MTWTh,
N.Courts
*12-1:30 MTWTh,
N.Courts
*2-2:50 MTWTh,
N.Courts
*2-3:30 MTWTh,
N.Courts
*10-10:50 MTWTh,
NPE Gym

Rice
Rice
Rice
Rice
Living
ston

•Indicates time of dismissal from activity area.
A-3

Humanities

Humanities
Section Course
Number Number

Title

1
Forms of Expository Prose
Study of Ideas in Literature:
Realism
.
Literature of the American
Renaissance
Major Theories in Literary
Criticism
Development of Dramatic Art
Specialized Curriculum Materials
and Sources

Cr.

Time, Days, Place

Instructor

Wr 510

3

8-10 MTWTh, HSS 333 .

Baker

Eng 468g

3

10-12 MTWTh, HSS 333

Sessom

Eng 527

3

2-4 MTWTh, HSS 330 .... Eddings
12-2 MTWTh, HSS 333
12-2 MTWTh, HSS 335

Eng 531
TA 466g
3

Lib 561

Baker
Adams

10-12 MTWTh, HSS 335 .. Sasser

Section Course
Number Number

Title
Advanced Composition
Study of Major Figures in
Literature: Milton
Study of Types in Literature:
Comedy
Children's Literature
Language of Mass Media
Speech for the Classroom
Teacher
Children's Literature

Section Course
Number Number

Introduction to Music and
its Literature

Time, Days, Place

Cr.

Wr 414g

8-10 MTWTh, HSS 333

Sewel1

1

Eng 448g

2-4 MTWTh, HSS 330

Hanson

Eng 484g
Eng 480g
Hum 513

10-12 MTWTh, HSS 333
8-10 MTWTh, Ed 204 ..
12-2 MTWTh, HSS 333 .

Weiss
Mi 11 sap
Slawson

Sp 41lg
Lib 480g

12-2 MTWTh, HSS 330 .
8-10 MTWTh, Ed 204 ..

Rossi
Mi 11sap

Time, Days, Place

Instructor

1

2
1
1

2

3

12-2 MTWTh, MH 122 .... Schrock

Section Course
Number Number

History of Science
Geological Oceanography for
Teachers
Geology of the Pacific
Northwest
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry ...

1

Cr.
3

GS 411 g

1
1
1

Time, Days, Place

Administration of School
Music

10-12 MTWTh, NS 215 ... Postl

3

1-3 MTWTh, NS 218

G453g
Ch 561

3
3

8-10 MTWTh, NS 218 .... Rooth
DHA, NS 216
Jaffer

Rooth

Environmental Science for
Teachers
Volcanology
Modern Physics

Criminology
Corrections Process
History of the Pacific
Northwest
20th Century Latin America...
Sociology of Deviant Behavior
American National Government .

Instructor

SSc 450g
SSc 452g

10-12 MTWTh, HSS 11OB
8-10 MTWTh, HSS 11OB .

Timpani
Ogard

Hst 478g
Hst 490g
Soc 454g
PS 301

1-3 MTWTh, HSS 111 ...
8-10 MTWTh, HSS 109 ..
1-3 MTWTh, HSS HOB ..
8-10 MTWTh, HSS 230 ..

Cotroneo
Bergman
Wiseman
Hess

Education and Psychology
Section Course
Cr.

Physical Education in the
Grades (Elementary)
3
Seminar: Problems in Speech
Pathology & Audiology
3
Practicum: Mental Retardation .. 1
Practicum: Audiology
27
Practicum: Speech Pathology ... 28
Teaching Reading in the
Primary Grades
2
Teaching Reading to Obtain
Secondary Content Objectives . 1
Education of the Exceptional
Child
1
The Classroom Teacher
Counselor
1
Counseling Techniques
2
Practicum: Basic Skills
29
Research Procedures in
Education
1
Research Procedures in
Education
3
Evaluation of Classroom
Instruction
1
Extreme Learning Problems in
Basic Skills
2
'Extreme Learning Problems in
Reading
2
Secondary School Curriculum .... 1
Philosophy of Education
3
Junior High School Curriculum .. 1
Instructional Materials for the
Extreme Learning Problems
Specialist
2
Psychology of Reading
2
Speech Pathology: Organic
1
Introduction to Clinical
Speech Therapy
2
Clinical Speech Therapy
2
Clinical Speech Therapy
2
Human Development
1
Psychology of Adolescence
1
Theories of Personality
2
Group Process
1
Abnormal Psychology
1
Developmental Psychology:
Infancy & Childhood
1
Developmental Psychology:
Adolescence & Maturity
3
The Maladjusted Child
2
Psychological Assessment
1
Psychology of Learning
2

Ed 344
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

407-507
409-509
409-509
409-509

Time, Days, Place
1-3 MTWTh, OPE Gym .... Burke

3

3

8-10 MTWTh, CES 220 .... Lund

Ed 4C9G

3

8-10 MTWTh, HSS 112 .... Gengler

Ed 470G

3

12-2 MTWTh, Ed 217 ... . Fahey

Ed 471G
Ed 487G
Ed 509

3
3
3

10-12 MTWTh, HSS 11 OA . Kershner
12-2 MTWTh, Ed 104 ... . Savicki
1-3 MTWTh, CES 302 ... . B.Young

Ed 512

3

8-10 MTWTh, HSS 109 .. . Davis

Ed 512

3

12-2 MTWTh, Ed 205 ... . Davis

Ed 513

3

12-2 MTWTh, Ed 105

Ed 515

3

10-12 MTWTh, Ed 105 .. . Calkin

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

3
3
3
3

8-10 MTWTh, Ed 105 ... .
8-10 MTWTh, Ed 116-17 .
2-4 MTWTh, Ed 205
.
8-10 MTWTh, HSS 11OA . .

GS 407-507
GS 407-507
Ph 582

1
3
1

Juvenile Delinquency
Historiography
Civil War & Reconstruction
Introduction to Political
Science
Introduction to Public
Administration

B.Young
Myers
Glogau
Kershner

3
3
3

8-10 MTWTh, Ed 205 ... . Lacock
3-5 MTWTh, Ed. 105 ... . Koch
1-3 MTWTh, Ed 154
. Drexler

SpA
SpA
SpA
Psy
Psy
Psy
Psy
Psy

484g
485g
486g
311
312
435g
443g
450g

2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

8-10 MW, Ed 154 . ,
.
8-10 TTh, Ed 154
.
8-10 TTh, Ed 154
.
10-12 MTWTh, Ad 307 ..,.
8-10 MTWTh, Ad 307 ...,.
8-10 MTWTh, HSS 11 OB .,.
12-2 MTWTh, Ad 307 .....
10-12 MTWTh, Ad 302 ..,.

Psy 460g

3

12-2 MTWTh, Ad 302 ..... Girod

Psy
Psy
Psy
Psy

3
3
3
3

12-2 MTWTh, HSS 11 OA ..
1-3 MTWTh, Ad 306
..
8-10 MTWTh, Ad 302 ....
10-12 MTWTh, Ad 307 ...

Individual Intelligence
Psy 523
1-3 MTWTh, Ed 116-17 ..
3
Testing
2
Individual Intelligence
3
Psy 524
10-12 MTWTh, Ed 154 ...
Testing
2
3
8-10 MTWTh, Ad 302 .. ..
Psy 533
Group Psychological Testing
1
Psy 540
3
10-12 MTWTh, Ed 205 ...
Learning: Linguistic & Cognitive.l
Vocationa 1 Rehabilitation Counseling
1-3 MTWTh, Ed 111
Communication with the Deaf
2
Ed 491G
3
..
Orientation to Deaf and Hard
of Hearing
2
3 • 8-10 MTWTh, Ed 111 ....
Ed 584
Counseling The Deaf
2
3
10-12 MTWTh, Ed 111
Ed 590
Practicum: The Deaf
43
3
3:30-5 MTW, Ed 111 .
Ed 509

Beier
Beier
Beier
Garrison
Miles
Jensen
House
Staff

Miles
Jensen
Savicki
Satterwhite
Duncan
Rowland
Savicki
Herzog

Archery
Handball (men)
Games & Relays

1

PE 114

1

41
41

PE 114
PE 115

1
1

•Indicates time of dismissal from activity area.

A-4

Cr.

Time, Days, Place
*9-9:50 MTWTh, Range

7-10 p.m., MTW,NS 101
10-12 MTWTh, NS 218
DHA, NS 216

Brodersen
Brodersen
Evett

Cr.

Time, Days, Place

Instructor

SSc 451g
Hit 420g
Hst 458g

3
3
3

10-12 MTWTh, HSS 11OB
8-10 MTWTh, HSS 230 ..
1-3 MTWTh, HSS 111 ...

Timpani
Bergman
Anderson

PS 106

3

10-12 MTWTh, HSS 112 .

Broadbent

PS 351

3

1-3 MTWTh, HSS 112 ...

Broadbent

June 10-14

Title
Field Studies in Geology:
Central Oregon

Section Course
Number Number

Cr.

Time, Days, Place

Instructor

9 a.m. June 10, NS 101
June 11-14, Field ... Rooth
Advanced registration essential: contact Mr. Guy Rooth prior to May 15.
Teaching Methods, Materials,
Concepts for the High SchoolLevel Psychology Course
Teacher-Pupil Relations

1

GS 402-502

1
2

Ed 402-502
Ed 402-502

2

9-4 daily, Ed 217
Warnath
9-4 daily, HSS 334 .... Brody

June 18-July 28 (Weekends)
Form, Color & Function
in Nature

7 p.m. June 18, NS 104
plus three weekend
field trips

GS 402-502
or
A 426g

2

Developing an Open Classroom ... 3

June 24-28
Ed 402-502

Learning Centers in the Elemen
tary Classroom

Ed 402-502

Brodersen,
J.Mattingly

2

CES 217

CES Staff

2

CES 217

CES Staff

2

CES 217

CES Staff

July 8-12
4

July 15-19
An Investigation of Contemporary
Social Studies Programs for
the Elementary School
5

Ed 402-502

July 29-August 9
Gymnastic Coaches' Clinic and
9-4 daily, NPE Gym
Workshop
6
Ed 402-502
3
Note: If clinic is taken without credit, a fee of $35.00 is required.

Brewer

August 12-23
Measurement and the Metric
System

. 1

Mth 402-502

3

1-4 daily, NS 101

Nelson

Restricted-Enrollment Institutes
June 17-Auqust 9
NSF Institute for Geography Teachers - 12 cr., HSS 237, Gallagher
(enrollment pre-selected - no applications accepted)
NSF Institute in Sociology of Race Relations - 12 cr., HSS 107, Chatham, Redbird-Selam

Special Workshops
Staff
Note: The fees for these workshops are separate from the regular summer session fees.
Nelson
Freeburg
Staff

Title
Workshop: Models in Elementary
School Mathematics
(Primary)

Health, Physical Education and Athletics
Section Course
Number Number

Instructor

Regular Workshops

Section Course
Number Number

1 Concurrent registration in Ed 509, Practicum: Learning Disabilities I & Ed 516 required.

Title

Time, Days, Place

Workshops listed below are subject to cancellation if enrollments do not attain a pre
determined level.
.
.
_\
i ....
Grading: Students enrolling in workshops will receive letter grades (A,B,C,D,F) unless
other arrangements are made for a Pass-No Credit (P-N) grade.
Reservations: Workshops are filled in order in which reservations are recewed.To
guarantee space in the workshop of your choice, please notify Director of Summer
Session of your intent to register.
Registration: Registration will occur at the first meeting in the room designated.
Fees: Fees (unless otherwise noted) will be assessed according to the regular schedule
as presented elsewhere in this document. A graduate is defined as any student having
received a baccalaureate degree.
Credit: Credit will be granted only for the amount indicated.

. Utz

Ed 572
Ed 597
SpA 482g

461g
463g
472g
520

Berg

Social Science

1-3 MTWTh, Ed 209E .... E.Young
3
Bourne
9-12 MTWTh, CES 1
3
E.Young
1-3 DHA, TBA
, E.Young
1-3 DHA, TBA

Ed 437G

516
522
546
571

MTW, MH 122

Workshops and Institutes

Second Four Weeks
July 15 - August 9
Title

12-2

Cr.

Section Course
Number Number

Title

Time, Days, Place

Cr.

2

Mus 537

Section Course
Number Number

Title

Instructor

Social Science
Title

Cr.

Natural Sciences and Mathematics

GS 592

Section Course
Number Number

Section Course
Number Number

Title

Instructor

Natural Sciences and Mathematics
Title

Instructor

Music

Mus 201

2

Time, Days, Place

1

Music
Title

Cr.

Cr.

2

Mth 402-502

Fee $60 undergraduate, $100.50 graduate.
Workshop: Juvenile Court
Judges

Fee:

To be determined

Instructor

1-4 p.m., daily,
NS 016

Barnard

9-4 daily, Ed 217.

Ogard

June 17-July 12

Instructor

Shollenberger
*9-9:50 MTWTh, Courts . McArthur
*10-10:50 MTWTh,
LivingNPE Gym
ston

Time, Days, Place

August 12 14
3

SSc 402-502

1

Course Descriptions

A 354

ceramacsCeram'C

Art
l27

Art Appreciation

A 356

3 hours

A 257

Weaving: Loom

3 hours

^
Of the visual arts for the general student.
A surV?Id lectures on painting, sculpture, architecture,
lHuS
with emphasis on the contemporary view
and design
and

tice in weaving on hmultip"!'^'i0n Wi,h studio
looms. Study of fibers and pattlm.*" 'ab'e and

a i"

A 277

^instructor.

principles imwatercolor p^mi^'s?'!?-1 and ,echnical
life and landscape, using aquwus medV^"*6 i0 S,i"
Mueous med.a. Prerequisite:
consent of instructor.

printmaking: Intaglio

3 hours

and studio practice in the expressive use and
Asurveay|Uorinciples of intaglio processes. Prerequisite:

printmaking: Lithography

J]0

3 hours

pVof and studio practice in the expressive use and
AsurVai principles of lithographic processes.
teCh

equisite: consent

A

211

0f instructor-

r

A studio
figure-

Life Drawing I

prac
fl00r

A 280

Painting I 3 hours

painting .^studio practiceln stiM life an'd fa ?rinciples

A 281

Painting 11

structor.

3 hours
oneral studio introduction to drawing and comEmphasis on line, shape and texture. Non
n

re,ated

a oon

in

posit'° ;

Individual projects in
lower division

Advanced Weaving

3 hours

Lettering and Layout

thp^rp^aif •" .brush'
Ut
image

pen and

A 426 Individual Studies in Art 2-12 hrs.
A maximum of three hours of (g) credit
may be earned

Diagnostic, remedial and corrective techniques in basic
school subjects (exclusive of reading).

Dl^nn'^rt31 stud,es and studio opportunity requiring a
rrL^0^3-' consent of the instructor, and
aepartmental approval.

i^i thprnh idtS'9K ed t0 provide additional art experiences
in the philosophy, materials and techniques of the visual
X teachers and administrators. Prerequisites:
upper division or graduate standing.

jequentia'

A 447

Advanced study in ceramic art. Individual projects in
selected ceramic areas. Prerequisites: lower division
ceramics.

g^

eral studio introduction to drawing and comEmphasis on planes, values, and volumes. Non

n

j^quential-

^ 222

Design I

3 hours

studio practice in basic methods of ar
visual ideas in two and in three dimensional
Emphasis on texture, line, shape. Non sequential.

Theory

A

Sculpture I

3 hours

A 449

225 Watereolor I

of compositional and technical principles in
painting. Studio practice in still life and
landscape, using aqueous media. Prerequisite: consent

Advanced Crafts

3 hours

3 hours

Advanced creative work in selected craft media
phas.s on considerations related to personal
comitants. Prerequisites: lower division crafts.

A 292

A 486 The Artistic Development of the
Child 3 hours

Sculpture II

3 hours

sc uloturpfton1^ BpSiC.scu.|Ptural experiences and use of
ols' Emphasis on the subtractive method.

3 hours

Advanced Ceramics

Basic approaches. Introductory experiences in n™
principles sculptural approaches: modeling, carving and
construction. Study of the physical characteristics of
materials used in sculpture.

and

ticuiating
space.

A 291

^ instructor6aSPnmarVmedia

Prerequisite: cons^t

Emcon

Designed to introduce students to the child's artistic
development as seen in the light of research in the
behavioral sciences/Prerequisite: consent of instructor

Antercolor

9
0f

A

instructor.

A 309 Advanced Printmaking: Intaglio
3 hours

226 Drawing and Composition III
3 hours

A survey of and studio practice in the expressive use and
technical principles of intaglio processes. Prerequisiteslower division printmaking.

eneral studio introduction to drawing and com
position. Emphasis on form, space, and movement. Non
sequential.

A 227 Life Drawing II

3 hours

A studio course involving the structure and form of the

"

figure.

_
Prerequisite:

ennt of
r»I inctri
consent
instructor.

A 228 Design II

3 hours

and studio practice in basic methods of art culating visual ideas in two and in three dimensional
space. Emphasis on color and value. Non-sequential.
Theory

A 229 Design III

3 hours

Theory and studio practice in basic methods of ar
ticulating visual ideas in two and in three dimensional
space. Emphasis on light, space and movement. Non
sequential.

A 238 Lettering

3 hours

A 310 Advanced Printmaking:
Lithography 3 hours

Ed 344 Physical Education in the Grades
3 hours

Advanced study of anatomical structure and form. Life
drawing as a means of graphic communication.
Prerequisites: lower division life drawing. May be
repeated once for credit.

Theory and practice in rhythm; group and folk dancing;
stunts, games, self-testing activities, tumbling;
materials; planning and evaluating programs with
references to basic principles of physical education for
elementary and secondary teachers.

A 319

Advanced Ceramics

3 hours

A 321

Advanced Drawing

3 hours

A 240 Light Image I

A 323 Art Education (Elementary)
3 hours

A 241 Light Image II

A 330

3 hours

Continued studio and laboratory involvement designed to
extend vision through manipulation of the developed,
printed and found abstract image. Prerequisite: consent
of instructor.

A 251 Art History I

3 hours

Asurvey of ancient and classical Art History beginning
with pre historic art and continuing through Gothic. Non
sequential.

A 254 Ceramics I

A survey of art education for prospective elementary
teachers. Studio experiences in painting, design and
crafts, integrated with art theory, appreciation and
philosophy. Prerequisites: art appreciation, art studio
and junior standing.

3 hours

Advanced Design

3 hours

Advanced study of design theory with studio practice.
Emphasis
on
two
dimensional
exploration.
Prerequisites: lower division design.

A 331

Advanced Sculpture

3-6 hours

Advanced study of the technical and expressive prin
ciples of sculpture. Individual choice of media. May be
repeated once for credit. Prerequisite: consent of in
structor.

A 337

Advanced Painting

3 hours

Basic laboratory exploration in hand-building processes
and glazing of ware. Survey of clay origins and com
position, decorating, processes, drying and firing kilns,
glaze composition.

Advanced study in composition. Individual work in
selected media. Prerequisites: lower division painting.

A 255 Ceramics II

Advanced study in composition. Individual work in
selected media. Prerequisites: lower division painting.

3 hours

Basic laboratory practice in throwing on the potter's
wheel. Nontechnical glaze composition, kiln stacking and
firing. Prerequisite: A 254.

A 256 Weaving

3 hours

Studio introduction to handweaving. Emphasis on design
consideration in weaving. Survey of current trends in
weaving. Study of basic principles, weaves and
processes. Preparation of a variety of looms. Recom
mended prerequisites: 3 hours of design or consent of
instructor.

A 338

A 339

Advanced Painting

Advanced Painting

3 hours

3 hours

Advanced study in composition. Individual work in
selected media. Prerequisites: lower division painting.

A 351

Advanced Drawing

3-6 hours

Advanced study of technique and composition in graphic
expression. Prerequisites: lower division drawing. May
be repeated once for credit.

Special Workshops
SSc 502

3

9-4 daily, State Capitol
Bldg., Salem
Hess

3

9-4 daily, State Capitol
Bldg., Salem
Hess

July 24-August 1
Understanding Local
Government

SSc 502
August 2-10

Methods and Materials for State
and Local Government

SSc 506

3

9-4 daily, State Capitol
Bldg., Salem
Hess

Fees:

$87.50 for 3 credits, $183.00 for 6 credits, $266.00 for 9 credits. Students
may register for any or all three workshops.
Advance registration is required
through Marion County I.E.D.,Salem, Oregon 97301.
August 14-23

Natural History of the Three
Sisters Wilderness

3

GS 402-502

Field

White

^-sponsored by 0MSI)
Fees:

practices in

School Health Program

3 hours

Teaching of health education with emphasis on health
knowledge, health attitudes and health habits of school
children, and the development of a health service
program. Prerequisite: Bi 101, 102.

Ed 361/ 362 Learning and Instruction in
the Elementary Schools 9 hours each
term
A laboratory course designed to integrate the
competencies essential for elementary school teaching;
the nature of learning; evaluation techniques for child
study and their application in the classroom; the tech
niquesof classroom instruction in the elementary school
with emphasis on observation planning, supervised
presentation and evaluation of learning experiences.

Ed 363 Learning and Instruction in
Intermediate and Secondary School
(Grades 5-12) 11 hours
This course integrates the fundamentals of educational
psychology and teaching methods and procedures with a
field experience in a select public school setting. Content
includes (1) historical, cultural and psychological
foundations,
(2)
teachers'
legal
rights
and
responsibilities, (3) assessment of students' skills and
characteristics, (4) development of instructional goals
and objectives, (5) teaching strategies and classroom
management, and (6) measurement and evaluation of
student and teacher performance.

Ed 410 Methods and Research Materials
(G) 3 hours
Problems and methods in selecting and organizing
materials for teaching. Emphasis for graduate students
will be placed upon recent research and literature
dealing with instructional materials, methods and
facilities, including the completion of a special project.

Ed 433 Organization and Practices in
the Instructional Materials Center
(G) 3 hours
The organization and administration of resource
materials centers; acquisition of materials, cataloging
and classification; source materials on pamphlets, texts,
reference books, recordings, pictures, programmed
materials; relationship to unit construction.

Ed 434 Preparation of Educational Media
and Materials (G) 3 hours

July 15-23
Understanding State
Government

Ed 351

Registration is limited to 20 participants.
ecks should be made payable to 0MSI and mailed to:

Development of audio-visual teaching aids for more
effective teaching in large and diversified classes, team
teaching and educational TV; design and construction of
illustrated materials, flat and three dimensional
materials for display or projection. Senior standing or
consent of instructor.

Ed 435 Educational Media and Materials
(G) 3 hours
Survey of the development and use of classroom
slides, radio, electrical transcriptions and other kindred
visual and auditory aids in teaching; sourcas a"d
appraisals of audio visual aid materials and
practical use.

Ed 437 Teaching Reading in the Primary
Grades (G) 3 hours
aPPr°PriateJ® l^achJ"9

Study of techniques and research
reading in the lower grades of elementary school, em
phasis on interrelationship of language arts;
individual differences; word recognition skills, oral
reading evaluation of reading materials and reading
progress- new trends in teaching reading. Preregu.s.te:
Ed 357 or Ed 361.

Ed 438 Teaching Reading in the Intermediate Grades (G) 3 hours

Participation only (no credit desired) - $56.50
GS 402 (3 credits-undergraduates)
- 62.50
GS 502 (3 credits-graduates)
- 98.50

S^d^'nV6^"tde^nterrrfedi'ateb and^upper6 ^grades irof

Dr. Donald White
Dept. of Natural Sciences
Oregon College of Education
Monmouth, Oregon 97361

elementary
Strecognition and
grouping practices;
study skills; '^'f^^^ce o, recreational reading
individual readings, imi»rtao
of
evaluation

reading gV^wth^ new trends and materiais in teaching
reading. Prerequisite: Ed 357 or to

Ed 468 Diagnostic and Remedial Tech
niques in Reading (G) 3 hours
For experienced teachers: the typical causes of dif
ficulty in reading; evaluation of procedures to be used in
remedial classes. Lectures, demonstrations, readings,
and case studies. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

Ed 469 Teaching Reading in the Second
ary Schools (G) 3 hours
Basic principles of reading instruction; nature and scope
of the total reading program; methods and materials for
reading instruction in the content areas of the secondary
school.

Ed 470
Child

Education of the Exceptional
(G) 3 hours

Orientation to the psychology and education of the
mentally handicapped, the gifted, the speech and
hearing impaired, the disturbed and the physically
handicapped.

Ed 471 Classroom Teacher-Counselor
(G) 3 hours
The classroom teacher's obligations and opportunities
for guiding and counseling students in academic and
personal areas. The varied needs and characteristics of
children and adolescents, basic concepts and techniques
of group and individual counseling and guidance, and
means of incorporating these factors in a practical,
functional classroom program. Emphasis on the in
terrelationships of the classroom counselor with staff
associates, parents and others. The awareness and
exploratory aspects of occupations and career decision
making.

Ed 485 Principles and
Guidance Services (G)

Ed ill Contemporary Education
2 hours

A 317 Advanced Drawing - Life
3-6 hours

Advanced study of technique and composition in graphic
expression. Prerequisites: lower division drawing.

3 hours

EDUCATION

Exploration of trends and educational
today's schools.

An introductory studio course exploring both h istoric and
contemporary letter design and layout. Emphasis on
developing personal calligraphic skills.

Studio and laboratory involvement designed to extend
vision through manipulation of the developed, printed
and found abstract image. Experiences in the many
forms motion and time take as they relate to vision and
consciousness. Prerequisite: Photography (Ph 161)
recommended.

Education and Psychology

A survey of and studio practice in the expressive use and
technical principles of planographic (lithographic)
processes. Prerequisites: lower division printmaking.

Advanced course in ceramic art with an emphasis on
sculptural possibilities in the medium. Prerequisites:
lower division ceramics.

Ed 464 Introduction to Mental Retarda
tion (G) 3 hours

Ed 465 Diagnostic and Remedial Tech
niques in the Basic Skills (G) 3 hours

^ 221 Drawing and Composition II
3 hours
A

An examination of the curricular areas of homemaking,
arts and crafts, physical education and recreation,
music, work experience programs, and assorted other
areas in planning programs for the mentally retarded.

built alphabet styles as
°f the graphic

and reProduction

A 428 Art in the Elementary School (g)
3 hours

3 hours

Ed 456 Extended Curriculum for the
Mentally Retarded
(G) 3 hours

The psychology, education and guidance of the mentally
retarded child.

3 hours

id

media. Prerequi^''^nsenr o^'Pn9

"aiming III

A 9-

art-

Prerecluisites:

in

3 hours

paintim^studio practfce^n stMl rtPrinCiples

Drawing and Composition I

areaS-

w™°r?rac.tice extendin9 the study of weaving as an art
pattern and dimension in weaving.
-*°n design considerations and personal skills,
requisite: lower division weaving.

A 361

Watereolor II 3 hours

structor.re,ated media. Prereq^'^S^^

3 hours

introduction to the structure and form- of the

A 220

Advanced Ceramics 3 hours

Ad™ s,udy in ceramic

Practices
3 hours

of

Introduction to the field of guidance and counseling.
Methods and means of assisting students with personal,
educational, and vocational problems are studied. In
eludes studies of school policies, administration, and
tests involved in a guidance program.

Ed 486 Occupational and Educational
Information (G) 3 hours
Materials available regarding occupations; inter
pretations of present trends, value and usefulness for
high school and college students.

Ed 487 Counseling
3 hours

Techniques

(G)

Purposes and techniques of counseling; dynamics of
adjustment and personality change; personality tests
and their interpretation; counseling and the individual
student. Prerequisite: Ed 485 or consent of instructor.

Ed 489 Curriculum for the Mentally Re
tarded (G) 3 hours
Curriculum resources, methods and materials for
special classes developed on the basis of diagnosed
characteristics of mentally retarded children.
Prerequisite: Ed 464, or consent of instructor.

Ed 491 Communication with the Deaf
(G) 1-3 hours
Techniques for facilitating individual interviews with
deaf clients and students. Factors important to lip
reading. Intensive training in manual communication.

Ed 512 Research Procedures in Educa
tion 3 hours
Methods, techniques and tools of research. Critical
analysis of sample research studies and development of
criteria and methods for conducting research.
Techniques of reading research and writing reports and
articles for professional journals.

Ed 513 Evaluation of Classroom Instruc
tion 3 hours
Application of criteria for self evaluation by individual
teachers. Observation of effective teaching in the
laboratory school. Analysis of research relating to
teaching and discussion methods, group dynamics and
the evaluation of individual teaching.

Ed 515 Extreme Learning Problems in
Basic Skills 3 hours
Advanced case study techniques for diagnosing learning
problems in basic skills (exclusive of reading),
prescribing remedial approaches and monitoring
procedures to determine student progress.

Ed 516 Extreme Learning Problems in
Reading 3 hours
Advanced case study techniques for diagnosing learning
problems in reading, prescribing remedial approaches
and monitoring procedures to determine student
progress.

Ed 519 Contemporary Developments in
Early Childhood Education 3 hours
An examination of recent research and developments in
early childhood education and the application of these
developments in a variety of programs for young
children.

Psy 522 Learning: Motor and Perceptual
2-3 hours
An examination of processes of motor and perceptual
learning in children and the factors influencing their
processes.

Psy 525 Individual Intelligence Testing
3 hours
A supervised experience with exceptional children in the
administration of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
and a continuation of the W.I.S.C. and Stanford Binet.
Other instruments for measuring mental ability in
dividually will be introduced. Prerequisite: Psy 523 and
Psy 524.

Ed 527 Secondary School Administration
3 hours
The secondary school principalship; principles of ad
ministration, staff relationships, public relations and
professional growth; business administration; ad
ministration of guidance services, curriculum, and
school activities; evaluation of the secondary school.

Ed 528 Educational Diagnosis and Evalu
ation of Learning 3 hours
Examination and practice in the application of
diagnostic and evaluative techniques and materials used
in the identification and remediation of learning
problems in the non academic skill areas.

A-5

munity and educational settings: scheduled weekly
experiences in nearby state and local institutions,
selected field trips, weekly discussion groups.
Prerequisite: sophomore standing,

Course
Descriptions
Ed 546

Philosophy of Education

3 hours

A study of philosophical assumptions and their im
plications, on the fundamental issues and practices of
American education.

Ed 553 Elementary School Curriculum
3 hours
A systematic study of the elementary school curriculum,
including pupil needs in everyday life situations; ob
jectives; essentials of a good program; varying cur
riculum designs, organization of learning experiences;
evaluation of learning; appraisal of newer curriculum
practices.

Ed 554 Elementary School Administra
tion and Supervision 4 hours
Principles and desirable practices in the administration
and supervision of elementary schools; characteristics
of good elementary schools; leadership responsibilities
and processes; school organization patterns; pupil
personnel and special services; school-community
relationships; evaluation of the elementary school.

Ed 571 Junior High School Curriculum
3 hours
A study of the junior high school curriculum with an
emphasis on programs appropriate to needs of the early
adolescent years; objectives; essentials of a good
program; varying curriculum
pra-ctices
and
organizational patterns; emphasis on the subject fields;
evaluation of junior high school curriculum.

Psy 311

Human Development

3 hours

A study of the psychology of human development during
the periods of infancy and childhood with maior em
phasis on childhood. Consideration also given to prena a
development. Prerequisite: Psy 201.

Psy 312 Psychology of Adolescence
3 hours
Processes of human development leading to maturity
and the effective functioning of the total organism,
personal and social adjustments in adolescence;
physical, mental and moral changes of adolescence.
Prerequisites: Psy 201.

Psy 349 Learning: Behavior Modifcation
3 hours
Selected topics on the experimental and theoretical
bases of behavior modification techniques and an
exploration of practical applications.

Psy 435 Theories
3 hours
Psy 443

of

Personality

Group Processes

(G)

(G)

3 hours

Analysis of the basic psychological dynamics of group
interactions; principles and techniques; characteristics
of effective groups and effective leadership; application
to the classroom, and to youth and adult groups in
community setting. Recommended prerequisite: 3 or
more hours of 300 level psychology or consent of in
structor.

Psy 450
3 hours

Abnormal

Psychology

(G)

Various forms of unusual behavior, including anxiety
states, hysteria, hypnotic phenomena and psychoses.
Normal motives and adjustment. Mechanisms
considered in their exaggerations in the so-called
neurotic person. Recommended prerequisite: 3 or more
hours of 300 level psychology or consent of instructor.

Ed 572 Instructional Materials for the
Extreme Learning Problem Specialist
3 hours
Utilizing instructional information, skill file and
retrieval systems; criteria for selecting books, in
structional materials and machines; case study
processes involved in prescriptive selection of instruc
tional materials; cognitive and affective considerations;
methodological comparison and analysis of analytic,
linguistic, synthetic; budgeting
purchasing con
sideration.

Ed 574

School Supervision

3 hours

The role of the supervisor in relation to the changing
demands of society; theories of leadership; group and
individual processes; supervisory processes and tech
niques; curriculum change process; analysis of
supervising problems.

Ed 580 Parent, Teacher, Child, Com
munity Relations 3 hours
Parent-teacher conferencing and interviewing
techniques; utilizing parents as educational resources;
developing teacher aide relationships; utilizing com
munity agencies; involves demonstrations and ob
servation.

Ed 584 Orientation to the Deaf and Hard
of Hearing 3 hours
Introduction to the psychological, social, medical,
educational and vocational problems of the deaf and
hard of hearing.

Ed 590
Deaf

Guidance and Counseling of the
3 hours

Orientation to the effects of early profound deafness.
Evaluation of psychological, social and vocational im
plications of deafness. Utilization of psychological tests
and measurements with the deaf. Special counseling
techniques, demonstrations and practice.

Ed 597

Psychology of Reading

3 hours

An advanced course in the teaching of reading at
elementary and secondary levels. Fundamental nature
of the reading process; principles of growth, adjustment,
and learning basic to reading achievement;
psychological foundations of methods of reading
instruction. Prerequisite: Ed 357 or its equivalent, or
consent of the instructor.

Psy 460 Developmental Psychology:
Infancy and Childhood (G) 3 hours
Development of behavior and psychological activity
through the prenatal period, infancy and childhood.
Changes of intelligence, motor capacity, emotional
response, language and social behavior. Recommended
prerequisite: 3 or more hours of 300 level psychology or
consent of instructor.

PSYCHOLOGY
Psychology

The study of behavior, processes of learning, perception,
motivation, research methodology and common modes
of resulting individual and social behavior and the in
dividual in society.

Psy 227 Psychosocial Development:
Individual Field Experience 2-4 hours
A study of human development in a variety of com

A study of the experimental and theoretical foundations
of a variety of behavior modification techniques such as
operant conditioning, contingency contracting,
systematic desensitization, modeling, self-management,
aversive therapy, token economics and others. Oppor
tunity for practical applications of techniques.
Prerequisite: 12 15 hours in psychology including
learning and introductory behavior modification.

Psy 533 Group
3 hours

Psychological

Testing

Psy 461 Developmental Psychology:
Adolescence and Maturity (G)
3 hours

A consideration of major methods of test construction
and standardization, and a survey of main categories of
standardized group tests. Interpretation and application
of test scores. Prerequisite: Psy 324 or equivalent.

Behavior changes during pre adolescence and
adolescence as related to physiological development,
and social and cultural factors. Emphasis on personal
and social adjustment. Recommended prerequisite: 3 or
more hours of 300 level psychology or consent of in
structor.

Psy 540 Learning: Linguistic and Cog
nitive 2-3 hours

Psy 463 The
3 hours

Maladjusted

Child

(G)

Identification and modification of the behavior of the
emotionally and socially maladjusted child. The home,
school and community are considered in relation to the
child's mental health.

An examination of processes of language and cognitive
learning on children and the factors influencing these
processes.

pSy

547

Psy 472 Individual Differences
3 hours

(G)

Application of psychological methods to the study of the
individual; problems involved in the prediction of human
behavior; basic principles for quantitative and
qualitative assessment of human characteristics;
research findings concerning intelligence, achievement,
aptitudes, interests and personality. Recommended
prerequisite: 3 or more hours of 300 level psychology or
consent of instructor.

Psy 520

Psychology of Learning

3 hours

Learning: Social

2-3 hours

An examination of the processes of social emotional
learning in children and the factors influencing these
processes.

Phonetics

3 hours

A study of the phonetic symbols which represent the
sounds of the English language.

SPA 480 Speech Pathology and Audiology (Introduction) (g) 3 hours
Fundamental principles in speech and
pathology and audiology; symptoms,
assessment and therapy.

SPA 482 Speech
(g) 3 hours

Pathology:

language
etiology,

Organic

Introduction to the major theories of learning current
among psychologists doing research in the field.

Symptoms, etiology and treatment of speech disorders
due to congenital malformation, injury or neurological
impairment. Prerequisite: Sp. 480.

Psy 522 Learning: Motor and Perceptual
2-3 hours

SPA 484 Introduction to Clinical Speech
Therapy (g) 2 hours

Psy 523 Individual Intelligence Testing
3 hours
Administration, scoring and interpretation of the
Stanford Binet Intelligence Scale and the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children. Consent of instructor
required.

Psy 524 Individual Intelligence Testing
3 hours
Selection, administration and interpretation of in
dividual tests. Problems in testing exceptional and ex
tremely deviate children. Prerequisite: Psy 523.

A study of articulation and language, the theories and
procedures of each. Prerequisites: SPA 370, 371 and Ed
393 or SPA 480, or consent of instructor.

SPA 485, 486 Clinical Speech Pathology
(g) 2 hours each term
Actual clinical experience for student clinicians wno are
responsible for planning, treatment and progress reports
of speech, language or hearing impaired children and
adults. Prerequisites: SPA 484 and 481.

Health,
Physical Education
and Athletics
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PE ill, 211
PE 112, 212
Activities

Wr 222

English Composition

The writing of the research
sophomore standing.

Wr 323

paper.

English Composition

3 hours
Prerequisite:

3 hours

A course in intermediate expository writing.
Prerequisites: Wr 222 or Wr 218, and junior standing.

Wr 414 Advanced Composition
3 hours

(g)

Advanced instruction and practice in the principles of
writing; required of all students who plan to teach
English. Prerequisites: Wr 222 or Wr 218, and junior
standing.

Wr 510 Forms of Expository Prose
3 hours
Intensive study and practice in analyzing and writing
expository prose. Recommended for secondary teachers.

ENGLISH
Eng 104, 105, 106 Introduction to Litera
ture 3 hours each term
A sequence in literary techniques and forms involving
works in English and in translation. 104 fiction; 105,
drama; 106, poetry.

Eng 107, 108, 109 World Literature
3 hours each term

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
AND AUDIOLOGY
SPA 370

An examination of processes of motor and perceptual
learning in children and the factors influencing their
processes.

Psy 201, 202, 203 General
3 hours each term

Psy 532 Learning: Behavior Modification
3 hours

Rhythms
Gymnastics and Self-Testing

A chronological survey of masterpieces in Western
World literature from ancient times to the present. 107,
Greek and Roman; 108, Medieval and Renaissance; 109,
18th century to the present.

Eng. 318

The Bible as Literature

3 hrs.

A study of the representative literary forms, events and
figures of the Old and New Testaments of the English
Bible, with emphasis on their importance to the sub
sequent development of the literary and philosophical
traditions of the Western world.

Eng 387 Introduction to Mythology:
Western 3 hours
An introduction to Occidental mythologies, with special
emphasis on the major Greco Roman myths.

Eng 423 The Literature of the Native
American (g) 3 hours
An acquaintance with the extent and quality of Native
American (American Indian) literature. Literature by
the American Indian rather than about the American
Indian.

Eng 447, 448, 449 The Study of Major
Figures in Literature (g) 3 hours
each term Maximum credit 9 hours
An in-depth study, including biographical and cultural
influences, of a major writer and his works. 447,
dramatist; 448, poet; 449, prose author.

Eng 468 The Study of Ideas in Literature:
Realism (g) 3 hours
An examination of the theory and practice of realism in
various literary works, with a focus on the nineteenth
century movement.

Eng 475 Modern American Grammar
and Usage (g) 3 hours
A study of grammar and usage with emphasis on new
linguistic theories. Prerequisite: Eng 473 or consent of
the instructor.

Eng 484 The Study of Types in Litera
ture: Comedy (g) 3 hours

PE 113, 213

Aquatics

PE 114, 214

Individual and Dual Sports

PE 115, 215

Team Sports

Comedies and the comic concept in Western literature.

PE 365

Football Coaching

A study of the literature and related media used in junior
and senior high schools.

2 hours

Demonstration and discussion of the fundamentals,
individual skills, methods of instruction, systems of play,
philosophy of coaching and management of games.
Prerequisite: Activity course in football.

PE 447 Principles of Physical Education
(g) 3 hours
History, philosophy and trends; scientific bases; place of
physical education in the general education program
xpractical problems. Prerequisite: Senior standing or
consent of the instructor.

English Composition

3 hours

A basic course in expository writing required of all
freshmen.

Creative Writing

the

English

Growth of the English language from its beginning to the
present day. Prerequisite: Eng 473 or consent o
instructor.

Eng 527 The Literature of the American
Renaissance 3 hours
A study of the works of the major figures in the America
Renaissance: Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, MelviH
and Whitman.

of

Literary

The history, principles and practice of various aspects of
literary criticism. Prerequisite: 15 hours of literature o

WRITING

Wr 218

Eng 490 Development of
Language (g) 3 hours

Eng 531 Major Theories
Criticism 3 hours

Humanities
Wr 121

Eng 489 (Lib 489) Literature and Media
for Young Adults (g) 3 hours

3 hours

A course dealing with the theory and practice of
imaginative writing. Prerequisites: passing in Wr 121
and sophomore standing.

consent of instructor.

HUMANITIES
Hum 456 Form and Meaning in Film
3 hours
A study of the distinctive aspects of film as an art and
communication form, as embodied in the theory and
practice of filmmakers and scholars.

Course
Descriptions
ni Language of the Mass Media

HU* 5!r3s
3

rba| and visual language in the popular
tneuseS ntion pictures, television, radio, newspapers
' edia
' . both by direct study and analysis of the
3ndrTia9*edi3 and by study of the relevant scholarship

PHILOSOPHY
problems in Philosophy

01

3 hours

^

irtion to basic problems of philosophy. The
introaoc
representative philosophers
ed
to
student <s themse|Ves to problems of
theology,
addreSh'ysicS/
epistemology, ethics, politics and
An

,l3 Modern Philosophy
P

3 hours

m 17th century rationalism, 18th century

Kan'

SPEECH
fundamentals of Speech

nl

3 hours

5P
to develop skill and
ora| communication
pr°iects ' jn speaking and discussion, with emphasis on
conf'denc organization, audience motivation and
content,
,anguage-

Oral Interpretation

239

3 hours

^
•«. is placed on the practical values and
Ernpha*L of oral reading through the interpretation of
aPP-^V" and dramatic literature
prose, P°e" 1

Group Discussion Processes
Sp 323
3 hours
rs of
Dynam'

discussion; group thinking and decision
relation; types of leadership, and
n 0f discussion techniques in the classroom
prerequisites: Sp 111 and or Sp 112, and

interpersonal

maktog,
theaPP'

^standing.
411 Speech for the Classroom Teacher

%) 3 hours
thnds and materials. Instruction in speech drama
t ees and projects for the high school classroom and
extracurricular program. Prerequisite: consent of in
structor .

1-3 hours,

of

principles of acting and dramatic
Credit available for students working on
^hedulecTtheatre productions. Limit of 1 hour credit per
term, except with consent of instructor.

TA464/465 , 466 Development of Dramatic
Art (g) 3 hours each term
a study of dramatic literature, performance and

l or 2

Individual instruction in voice, organ, piano, band and
orchestral instruments. Upper intermediate and ad
vanced students. Jury audition required.

Individual instruction in voice, organ, band and or
chestral instruments. For upper division students who
are not majoring in the performance area being studied.

Band

1 hour each term

A survey of more specialized materials of value in the
school media center; outstanding teaching material in
the humanities, natural sciences, social studies, art and
music; government
publications,
audio-visual
productions, texts and representative courses of study.

Music
Music 181,182, 183 Class Lessons in Voice
1 hour each term
Mus 190, 290 Performance Studies
1 or 2 hours each term
Individual instruction in voice, organ, piano, band and
orchestral instruments. Beginning and lower
in
termediate grades.

Mus 192, 193, 194 Class Lessons in Piano
1 hour each term
Mus 195 Band

1 hour each term

Participation in marching band, concert band and stage
band. Open to freshmen and sophomores who pass the
necessary tests of ability.

Mus 197 Chorus

1 hour each term

Participation in the concert choir, women's chorale and
Select Singers. Open to freshmen and sophomores who
pass the necessary tests of ability.

Mus 201 Introduction to Music and its
Literature 3 hours
An introduction of music literature through the study of
elements and organizing principles as they relate to
music of al I periods. Stress is placed on listening to music
that is popular in the concert hall. Required as a general
education course for junior high, high school, general
studies and music majors.

Mus 235 Brass Class

Chorus

1 hour each term

Participation in the concert choir, women's chorale and
Select Singers. Open to juniors and seniors who pass the
necessary tests of ability.

Mus 398 Opera Workshop
term, maximum 6 hours

2 hours each

2 hours each

Students will examine and analyze musical literature
illustrating stylistic techniques. Grasp of style
demonstrated by sample compositions. Readings and
reports on texts and articles relating to writing
techniques of traditional, twentieth century and avant
garde music.

Mus 524 Contemporary Developments in
Music Education (Elementary) 3 hrs
New music materials and resources are examined and
evaluated. Feasibility of innovations in terms of local
resources and budgets are considered.

Mus 537 Administration of School Music
2 hours
This course emphasizes the administrative functions of
music education; curriculum planning and develop
ment; budget preparation, purchase and maintenance of
materials and equipment; the role of the music teacher
in guidance and public relations; schedule planning; the
relationship of the music teacher to the school ad
ministration and teachers in other departments; and the
functions of music specialists who work with classroom
teachers.

Mus 550, 551 Music History and Litera
ture 2-4 hours each term
Study projects of selected representative composers
from different musical eras, tmphasis on acquisition of
competency in identifying stylistic traits peculiar to each
style studied and their relationship to other periods, and
on developing a sensitivity for aesthetic va'u®s ar!d
basis for value judgments. (Specific content determin
by placement examination. First term normal goffered
for 4 hours credit. Second term offered for variable
credit on an individualized or small group basis.)

Mus 591 Performance Study
each term

lor 2hours

1 hour

Natural Sciences and
Mathematics

1 hour

Thestudy of the woodwind family, stressing good tone
Production and fingering techniques.

Wus 381 Music Fundamentals

3 hours

^ musical background for the classroom teacher;
ln9'ng song material; acquiring good vocal habits;
fading music; experiencing simple problems in rhyth
' I'Stening to music; analyzing its forms; learning
Vs, scales, intervals; primary chords and their ap
'cation to the piano keyboard. Open only to juniors or
seniors.

382 Music Fundamentals

3 hours

ari?Ur'n9

m°re skill in reading song material; more
rhythmic patterns; major and minor modes;
-three-, and four part music; chording, ear training;
•ctation. Prerequisite: Mus 381.

GENERAL SCIENCE
GS 104, 105, 106 Foundations of Physical
Science 4 hours each term
An

introduction to

me

ESSSJT- SeE N^jpen .0 students wim
college courses in the separate fields.

GS 311 Biological Science for Elementary Schools 3 hours
Concepts, experiences and materials mom the b.ologtcal
sciences adaptable to the elementary school.

GS 312 Physical Science for Elementary
Schools 3 hours

Mus

383 Music Education (Elementary)
3 hours
C
othp 'OSe relat'onship between music education and
r4areasineducation''

dirP
Prp. m9

the

Planning a music environment;
experiences of children in music,

requisites: Mus 381, 382 or Mus 121,122, 123.

(g)

3 hours

GS 313

Earth Science for Elementary

Oceanography

BIOLOGY
General Biology

Bi 101,102
term

for

4 hours each

The major concepts of biology, including principles
relating to cell structure and function, maintenance of
the individual, genetics, development, ecology and
evolution; designed for students not intending to pursue
further work in biological sciences.

Bi 429

Mus 520, 521 Analytical and Composi
tional Studies 2 hours each term

study of the brass family, stressing good tone
Production and fingering techniques.

Mus

Arranging

Students' independent study of texts on choral and in
strumental arranging, with analysis of vocal and in
strumental scores. Students will make sample
arrangements for the various media studied. Insofar as
possible, arrangements will be performed and criticized
on the basis of their practicability and accuracy.

The

Mus 236 Woodwind Class

Astronomy

A study of the solar system, stars, stellar systems and
galaxies including the application of some of the im
portant concepts of physics, chemistry and mathematics
to the field of astronomy. Prerequisite: one year each of
college physical science and mathematics.

Mus 397

Mus 514, 515
term

Lib 561 Specialized Curriculum Ma
terials and Sources 3 hours

3 hours

The topographic, geologic and geophysical nature of the
ocean basins; processes of and distribution of sediments
and
economic deposits, coastal
erosion
and
sedimentation.

LIBRARY SCIENCE
Lib 442 Selection of Materials for School
Media Centers (g) 3 hours
to and evaluation of selection tools and
for all types of print and non print materials for
school media centers.

(g)

GS 592 Geological
Teachers 3 hours

Study, analysis, rehearsal, performance of opera, from
classics to modern works. Small works and excerpts
from longer operas. Consent of instructor.

criteria

History of Science

A brief history of the development of the natural sciences
up to the 19th century, their social implications, and the
growth of scientific philosophy. Prerequisites: Two
sequences in natural sciences or mathematics, or con
sent of instructor.

Participation in marching band, concert band and stage
band. Open to juniors and seniors who pass the necessary
tests of ability.

riticism in the historical perspective. 464, primitive
drama to 1650; 465, 1650 to 1850; 466, 1850 to the present.
Prerequisite. Sp 202 or consent of instructor.

Introduction

GS 411

Mus 391 Performance Studies (Private
GS 424
Instruction) l or 2 hours each term

Mus 395

THEATRE ARTS
jA 253 Production Workshop
3 hours maximum
Application

Mus 390, 490 Performance Studies
hours each term

Cytology

(g)

Morphology of the algae, fungi, lichens, liverworts and
mosses. Prerequisite: Bi 213 or consent of instructor.

CHEMISTRY
Ch 561 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry
3 hours
A comprehensive study of the chemistry of the elements
and their compounds, including nuclear, atomic, and
molecular structures. Prerequisite: Ch 312.

GEOLOGY
G 453 Geology of the Pacific Northwest
(g) 3 hours
A study of the mineral resources, rocks, structures and
landscapes of the region. Changes in geologic setting and
climate are inferred from structural and paleontologic
evidence, and the evolution of the area is traced through
geologic time.

PHYSICS
Photography 2 hours

For students interested in photography as an avocation.
Elementary work with hand camera; developing,
printing, enlarging.

3 hours

A brief study of some-of the developments in physics
since 1895 with emphasis on nuclear processes and
cosmic rays, relativity and quantum theory, solid state,
cryogenics and others. Prerequisite: one year each of
college mathematics and physics.

MATHEMATICS
Mth 121, 122, 123 Essentials of Mathe
matics 3 hours each term
An introduction to mathematical language and logic;
major emphasis is on the properties of an ordered field
and their relation to whole numbers, integers, rational
numbers and real numbers. Students will be expected to
make conjectures, write proofs and compare
mathematical systems. Students who are not elementary
education majors and who have completed two years of
high school algebra or equivalent may not enroll for
credit without departmental permission. Must be taken
in sequence.

Mth 311 Mathematics for
Teacher 3 hours

Elementary

A study of current and projected mathematics curricula
in the elementary school from an advanced viewP°'"h
Selection of mathematical objectives. Prerequisite: Mth
123 and junior standing.

Mth 343

Theory of Numbers

(g)

3 hours

Mth 425, 426 Elements of Statistical
Methods (g) 3 hours each term
The first quarter is devoted to general theory of
statistical inference for those with a non mathematical
background. The second quarter covers topics with
application to research in the fields of education, social
and biological sciences. Prerequisite: Mth 101.

Mth 492 Mathematics for
Teachers (g) 3 hours

Secondary

A performance centered course for prospective teachers
of mathematics in grades 7-12. The development of
teaching competencies and self-evaluation through the
use of videotaped presentations or simulated classroom
presentations is an integral part of the course. This
course must precede student teaching or internship in
mathematics. Prerequisite: Mth 201 or consent of
instructor.

Mth 541

Modern Algebra

3 hours

Introduction to group theory. Examples from many
branches of mathematics. Classical elementary
theorems. Normal subgroups and quotient groups.
Homomorphisms.
The
fundamental
theorems.
Prerequisite: Mth 348 or consent of instructor.

Social Science

BOTANY
Bot 411 Morphology of Non-Vascular
Plants (g) 3 hours

Ph 581, 582 Modern Physics
each term

Modern Geometry

Selected topics in affine and projective geometries.
Prerequisite: Mth 345 or consent of instructor.

4 hours

A study of the nucleus, cytoplasmic organelles,
elementary cytogenetics, classical and contemporary
cytological techniques. Prerequisite. One year sequence
in chemistry, Bi 101,102 or consent of instructor.

Ph 161

Mth 415

3 hours

Properties of integers. Euclid's algorithms, diophantine
equations, prime numbers, congruences and residues.
Prerequisite: Mth 200 or consent of instructor.

GENERAL SOCIAL SCIENCE
SSc 450 Criminology (g) 3 hours
The nature and extent of delinquency and crime as forms
of deviant social behavior; contributing factors; current
prevention and treatment programs. Prerequisite:

SSc 451 Juvenile Delinquency: Preven
tion and Control (g) 3 hours
Social dimensions of juvenile delinquency, its nature,
demographic distribution, comparison and analysis of
agencies, police, courts, individuals, groups and com
munity efforts in their respective roles of treatment,
control and prevention.

SSc 452 Corrections Process
3 hours

(g)

A study of the sequence involved in the correction
process from arrest, courts, institutions and
rehabilitation.

SSc 516 Community-Based Correctional
Programs 3 hours
Inventory, assessment and impact of community based
programs implemented for treatment and care of the
juvenile and adult delinquent.

SSc 518 Criminal Law and Corrections
3 hours
The substantive criminal law with its corresponding
penal sanctions. Review of recent court cases, with
emphasis on their import on the corrections process,
including the legal rights of offenders.

SSc 522 Treatment of the Juvenile and
Adult Law Offender 3 hours each term
This sequence is a study of the organization and ad
ministration of correctional treatment programs for the
juvenile and adult law offender.

ANTHROPOLOGY
Anth 471 Personality and Culture
3 hours

(g)

An examination of culture in the formation of personality
and in the determination of the range of personality types
within specific societies. Prerequisite: Soc 213 or consent
of instructor.

Anth 496 The Indian in American Culture
(g) 3 hours
A study of the Indian position in the development of the
societies of the Americas with emphasis on his ac
culturation in the contemporary society. Prerequisite:
Anth 216 or consent of instructor.

Anth 497 Mexican-American Culture
(g) 3 hours
The course will acquaint the student with the diverse
cultural traditions of the Mexican-American people and
study the interaction of their traditions and cultural
modes of behavior within the broader context of
American society.

ECONOMICS
Ec 201, 202, 203 Principles of Economics
3 hours each term

Mathematics

Social phenomena due to the wealth-getting and wealthusing activities of man.

Fundamental concepts and logical structure of arithmPtfc algebra and geometry. Designed for prospective
teachers of high school mathematics and mathematics
majors Prerequisites: Mth 344 and Mth 347 or consent of

Description and analysis of the operations of commercial
banks, the Federal Reserve System, and the Treasury as
they affect the monetary system of the United States.
Prerequisite: Ec 201, 202, 203 or consent of instructor.

Mth 410 Foundations of
(g) 3 hours

instructor.

Ec 318

Money and Banking

3 hours
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Course
Descriptions

Interpretation of the present pattern of man's use of the
Pacific Northwest with special emphasis on Oregon.

Geog 340 Intermediate Cartography
3 hours
Projects in some of the more specialized aspects of the
graphic arts as applied to the field of cartography.

Hst 490 Twentieth-Century Latin Ameri
ca (g) 3 hours

HISTORY
Hst 201, 202, 203 History of the United
States 3 hours each term

Contemporary developments, policies and trends in the
Latin American states. Special attention given to
revolutionary movements.

Development of the American nation, with emphasis on
its political and social concepts.

Ec 488 Introduction to Consumer Eco
nomics (g) 3 hours

Geog 411, 412 Cultural Geography
3 hours each term

An analysis of economic efficiency and growth as they
relate to micro and macro consumption behavior and
consumerism: protection, information and education.
Prerequisite: six hours of lower division economics or
consent of instructor.

Cultural areas of the inhabited regions of the earth as
characterized by ethnic, population and settlement
patterns.

A study of the discipline of history; its historical
development and its present meaning, significance and
methodology.

Geog 425 Geography of Conservation
(g) 3 hours

Hst 442 Revolutionary
3 hours

Consideration of the geographic distribution of American
resources against a background of world resourcesconservation philosophies and practices and their
geographic bases in relation to conservation education.

European political, social, economic and intellectual
revolutions and movements from 1789 to the mid-19th
century.

GEOGRAPHY
Geog 105, 106, 107 Introductory Geogra
phy 3 hours each term
105 - Introduction to the physical and regional geography
of the world. 106 -- Introduction to economic geography.
107 -- Introduction to cultural geography.

Geog 221

Field Geography

3 hours

Observation of geographic features in the field; con
struction of maps from field sketches and notes;
preparation of field reports.

Geog 240

Cartography

3 hours

Geog 426 Geography of Europe
3 hours

(g)

Latin America; raw material; potential markets; inter
American relations.

Hst 420

(g)

Individual European societies' landscape organization
and how they attempt to alleviate common cultural
problems: international migrations, scarcity of land for
agriculture and urban development, economic programs
and European nationalism.

Geog 440

Advanced Cartography

3 hrs.

Historiography

(g)

3 hours

Europe

(g)

Hst 458 Civil War and Reconstruction
(g) 3 hours

Soc 437 Sociology of Race Relations
3 hours

The development of "race consciousness" and emergent
problems of race-culture contacts. Prerequisite: Soc 213
or consent of instructor.

Hst 478 History of the Pacific Northwest
(g) 3 hours

Identification of different forms of deviant behavior
(crime, mental illness, poverty); influence upon the
social system and individual. Prerequisite: Soc 213.

Historical and cultural development of
Northwest.

the Pacific

Hst 479 Urban American History
3 hours

Geog 313 Geography
Northwest 3 hours

Pacific

Geog 461 Geography of South America
(g) 3 hours

Physical and human resources of the Pacific Northwest.

Economic and social development of the countries of

A study of the political, economic, social and intellectual
impact of the city upon American history and of the
impact of historical forces upon the growth of American
urbanization.

(g)

Soc 458 Sociology of Maturity and Aging
(g) 3 hours
Consideration of education and socialization processes
and activities which facilitate adjustment to, satisfaction
with, and productivity during late middle age and
retirement; major social problems and disorganization
related to aging, leisure and retirement. Prerequisite:
Soc 213 or consent of instructor.
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Soc 454 Sociology of Deviant Behavior
3 hours

Individual work with emphasis on creative techniques of
employing the map as a tool.

the

Designed to acquaint teachers and others with what is
meant by the culturally disadvantaged. Examination of
the sociological characteristics of the disadvantaged;
differences in middle and lower-class cultural un
derstandings; development of the self-concept.
Prerequisite: Soc 213 or consent of instructor.

The critical decade before the Civil War; the war years;
the tragic post war era.

Introduction to the fundamentals of reading and using
modern maps, along with considerations in their design,
compiiation and drawing.

of
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WEEK 'S

TOP

TEN

ALBUMS

? A H Q
u
Bob Dylan
2 Court And Spark
jonj Mitten
3 Greatest Hits
John Denver
4 Hotcakes • • • • ;
Carly Simon
Love Unlimited
5 Under The Influence Of
6 you Don't Mess Around With Jim ...JimCroce
7 Tales From Topographic Oceans
yes
Elton John
8 Goodbye Yellow Brick Road
9 Band On The Run .... Paul McCartney & Wings
Charlie Rich
10 Behind Closed Doors
1

Plan

f

W

eS

•

Spring film fare
SPRING

1974

MOVIES

(The places (shown) and costs for the following films
next term. This list wi11 letyou know what and
when. For further details, pick up the spring activities
calendar (at registration), watch the spring issues of
lamron 2 or pick up "spring flicks" lists in the College
Center at the end of the month.)
SLAUGHTER-HOUSE FIVE
Fri. 29 Mar., 7 & 9 p.m
UFE & TIMES OF
JUDGE ROY BEAN
Fri. 5 Apr., 6:30 & 9 p.m.
DUMBO
Sat. 6 Apr., 2, 6 & 8 p.m.
THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE
Fri.19 Apr.,
7 &9:15p.m.
THE GETAWAY
Fri. 26 Apr., 7 & 9:15 p.m.
CHARLOTTE'S WEB
Sat. 27 Apr., 2 p.m.
CABARET
Fri. 3 May, 6:30 & 9 p.m
BLACK BEAUTY
Sat. 4 May, 2 p.m.
PETE & TILLIE
,.... Fri. 10 May, 7 & 9 p.m.
GONE WITHTHEWIND
Sat. 18 May, 1, 5 & 9 p.m.
FRITZ THE CAT (rated 'x')
Fri. 24 May, 7 &9 p.m.
DR.ZHIVAGO
Sat. 1 June, 2, 6 & 9 p.m.
(Matinee times may be altered)
will be set

r alien Leaves -- From Another Place - The End Of Autumn." by Shiki from "Haiku of the
r our seasons, an art/' poetry exhibit which begins Friday in the College Center.

Haiku and art comes to
A collection of 20 lithographs,
The lithographs
illustrations of Japanese Haiku pretations of the
poems, will be on display in the
Oregon College of Education Japanese masters of
College Center from March 9 to poetry painted by
April 4.
Arthur Flory.

are inter
poems of
this form of
the artist

New MLR albums
A new group of popular and classical record albums have been
added to the Music Listening Room in the College Center for
your enjoyment. Also, a few new pieces of furniture; check them
out. The albums and their artists or composers are: Punch; The
Devine Miss M, Bette Midler; Take Me With You, Honey Cone;
Last Night IHad The Strangest Dream, Mason Proffit; Sonatas
For Keyboard, Haydn; String Quartets,Brahms & Schumann;
Piano Music, Mendelssohn; Sonatas For Violin & Piano,
Mozart; Piano Concertos No. 1 & No. 2, Liszt; Complete
Chamber Music, Beethoven; and Symphony No. 1 & Symphony
No. 2, Beethoven. It's hard to believe, but some folks still don't
know where the MLR is. If you don't just stand near the
fireplace in the Oregon Room of the College Center and look to
the southeast or ask the folks in the CC Office. Also, fill out the
MLR survey and make requests or suggestions. The MLR is for
you!

The haiku poems each consist
of 17 syllalbles, and are hard to
translate, particularly as they
are intended to suggest more
than they say and to leave the
reder with something to think
about. Most have a seasonal
reference and so the title of the
exhibit: "Haiku of the Four
Seasons."
Flory's lithographs illustrate a
group of poems but they, like the
poems, are intended to suggest
more than fully describe. The
exhibition contains five poems of
each of the four seasons.
The exhibition is a travelling
exhibit of Statewide Services and
was made available through the
apanese Society.
The lithographs will be
displayed in the main concourse
of the College Center. There is no
charge and the public is welcome
through daytime and evening
hours.

Curtis Enterprises and New Era Records
present

/pring Get Away
OVER $10,000 IN PRIZES TO BE AWARDED! ENTER NOW!
YOU COULD WIN THE VACATION OF YOUR LIFETIME!

Grand Prize
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Five, sunfilled days - four fantastic nights at the posh "Pier 66 Motel" on the ocean at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA1
First-Class round trip transportation from winner's location to FT. LAUDERDALE.
Honda rental bike during the duration of your stay!
Dinner for two at the fabulous "Pink Pussy Cat"!
Dinner for two at "Pier 66"'- the world's most fantastic supper club overlooking the beautiful blue ATLANTIC!
Florida! Top name entertainment seven days a week!
$100 00 credit account in your name at "She" - the swingingest singles spot in Florida! Top $50.00 credit account in your name at 'The Button" - Lauderdale's leading after-hours club.
$100.00 cash - to spend as you please!

10 Each Second Prizes
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Three days, two nights at Holiday Inn. on the ocean, at FT. LAUDERDALE. FLORIDA.
Round trip transportation (from winner's location).
Dinner for two at "The Windjammer.
$25.00 credit account in your name at She.
$25.00 cash - to spend as you please.

1,000 Third Prizes
,.

Any one stereo LP or 8 track tape of your choice listed in the current New Era Records Catalog

CURTIS ENTERPRISES - NEW ERA RECORDS

RULES
hULCO AND
AAl* L-f REGULATIONS
, ,
. _i__.^
r, anrr11ed college or uf
1 Contest open only lo bonalide
.ndependen/judgmg
2 Winners will be selected by the W A Wilhol: C
.
,he judges will be
|£)n
organization Winners will be selected at ran 0
request to New Era Records
final A nrst of all winners will be available upon
3 To register, print information in spaces Prov'^®
k
sta, m0ney order only
4 Enclose $1.00 for processing and handling. Remit by check or p
PAYABLE TO:

;

"I certify that I am a student at

; Name .
I Address.

RECORDS
SUITE 217 DEPT 20
3177 PEACHTREE ROAD N E
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30305

6 Entries must be postmarked NOT LATER THAN

—

(name of school)

•
•

NEW ERA RECORDS CEI.

5 Mail your registration to

:

arc

| City
•
t
•

•

Phone _

. State

-Zip,

lamron 2's
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Entertainment editor:
mysterious streaker?

Hi there! Ready or not, here comes spring. You're
probably asking what took so long? No answer there.
Kudos this week go to Bob Wiard and crew for 'Godot'
and Mr. Davis for the review (at left). Also, I'd like to
thank Mrs. Brand and the Woman's Chorale for the fine
concert Monday night (see pic, page 9). On page 7,
there's the new College Center exhibit and next term's
films. It appears that one of the all-time great
masterpieces of animated film will be shown on Bob
active antics of Estragon. Once Dylan's 33rd birthday (and I'm not talking about
or twice Miss Rose seemed to
'Dumbo'). Confirming last issue's rumor: Anne Murray
have a problem in concentration,
as if about to break into laughter will be in the New Gym, April 16. F.W.I.W.: Face the
herself at the humorous response (bare) facts department: Streaking may be hazardous
of the audience to her own and to your health (if you do your streaking north of Nome,
Estragon's situation, but perhaps Alaska). Jeremy Week tells me he'll try streaking when
this was her character, the the weather is better, wearing his orange-violet stocking
bemused philosopher, Vladimir, cap and knee-high phosphorescent rubber boots. Phew!
contemplating
the
human
comedy. Either through personal What a sight that should be. He also said he'd only do it
characterization or by director's at 3 a.m. What guts! Keep warm & dry over the next
intent, Vladimir's character couple of weeks, see ya at the end of the month and have
increased in comic activity as the a nice day.
play moved along, but seemed
-- Dan Tompkins

Godot was 'charming sorcery'
for last week's play-goers
by RICHARD A. DAVIS
Assistant Professor
Dept. of Humanities
Those who teach Beckett's
Waiting For Godot tend to get
weighed down talking about what
are now its rather old hat
profundities until the play, and
Beckett's view of life, itself,
become bleak and unpleasant;
so, many of us, I suppose, were
waiting to see what Bob Wiard
would do with Godot in his studio
production of the play at the OCE
Theatre last week. I, for one, was
pleased to see that the ''abyssal
depths" of the play were
pleasantly balanced by the ac
tors' exuberance, making the
production itself more nearly an
honest imitation of life.
There were the philosophers, or
"thinkers," Estragon
and
Vladimir, and the "doers," Pozzo
and Lucky, just as in real life;
and within each pair there was
the further division of "thinker"
and "doer," and finally the same
within each character. There
was the implication that
the "doers" thinks, there is
chaos, and that when the
"thinker" within the "thinkers"
does, that is talks, there is still
inactivity.
The
"doers"
inevitably go blind and deaf to
what the "thinkers" have to say
and the "thinkers" eventually,
left to their own talk, are finally
shut off by the end of the dialogue
and the curtain call.
Anyone who has read Bert
Lahr's biography knows that
when the philosophy of the play
was emphasized the play bombed
and when the comic action was
emphasized the play became a
success. Mr. Wiard chose the
latter approach; and with the
excellent help of his actors, the
production was a success.
Randy Fischer, as Lucky, gets
better as the years go by. This
time, he was a befuddled and
panting, wobbly headed creature,
made up with weak chin to
suggest the face of a dog. The up
and down, swooping in and out
rhythm of his "thinking" speech
recalled how far he has come in

always the straight man to the
antics of Estragon.

Ed Classen
performance, especially in that
carefully choreographed chaos of
the "thinking" speech when he
moved from one extreme of his
tether to the other and so neatly
and meticulously twisted and
untwisted himself round the tree.
Ed Classen as Pozzo dominated
the stage with volume and
bravado from his dramatic whip
snapping entrance through his
blind cries for help in the second
act when the two philosophers
argue the pros and cons of
coming to his aid. Had I not heard
the familiar ring of a certain
Oklahoma peddlar amidst that
strange dialect he used I would
have been more comfortable with
his characterization, but in spite
of that and a rather poor habit of
articulation which made his

Lynn Rose

Randy Fischer
improving
his
dramatic
technique since he first appeared
here long ago, a barely audible
voice behind a huge bird mask. I
somehow wish his "defecation
wastes and pines" comments
about man had been delivered to
the audience and not to the
blackness of the auditorium
entry-way, but on the whole he
was well blocked and gave a fine
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commands into great gusts of
sometimes meaningless volume,
there was no question of his
command of the stage. He was
clearly at ease there and one
could settle back and enjoy him.
Kristin Weiss (I saw the show
on Thursday so may have
missed Kurt), as Godot's crisp
voiced and pleasantly noncommital messenger boy, was
also enjoyable.
Lynn Rose, as the philosophical
Vladimir, grappling with the
religious implications of life,
wondering towards the end about
what there is of truth to glean
from all of this waiting the
characters have lived through,
plays the part with surprisingly
severe understatement. Being an
old Romantic, I expected a
greater depth of expression in
Vladimir's lines about giving
birth "astride of a grave," but
even here there was a matter-offact flatness that was perhaps the
director's intention to discourage
the philosophical and speculative
in order to play up the more

by VALLI CAMP

Dobie Long
Dobie Long, with impish face,
crazy walk and wide range of
delivery, made a charming
Estragon. Watching her pull off
her boots, or eye up the bones left
over after Pozzo's gorging
himself, or try to hide behind the
tree with her nose centered on the
trunk and her body hanging out
on either side was a delight. She
was elegant crudeness and
earthy common sense right down
to the un-linked cuffs hanging
over her gesticulating finger tips.
Listening to her sometimes
serious, sometimes exasperated,
sometimes ironic delivery was
half the fun of the show. Even her
sighs of remembrance and ac
ceptance, when she
was
repeatedly reminded by Vladimir
waiting for Godot, were a joy.
Several weeks ago Miss Long
played the part of a dramatically
deflating balloon in a short
Kinetic Theatre skit, but in this
play the balloon soared to success
and took the show along with her.
We should have more plays like
this, with more experimental
staging such as Bob gave us. That
is the one plus in favor of the
present theatre building-it can
accommodate such innovation.
Such staging helps us realize that
we are not only the subject
matter being imitated, but also
the physical background for the
imitation-a mirror of ourselves
being mirrored. And that helps us
recall the mystical purpose and
power of the theatre in presenting
us the truth of our existence at
the same time it helps us adapt to
it. The theatre, like Milton's
devils occupying themselves in
hell by philosophizing on the
purpose of life, can do no more
than their philosophy, yet that is
enough and that is its purpose. Its
^pleasing sorcery", however
"false," can "charm pain for a
while-and excite fallacious
hope" (Paradise Lost, Bk. I) and
provide us a brief respite of
philosophy or "thinking" before
(as George Slawson suggested in
his comment on the play two
weeks ago) we "go do it"- a brief
respite of "thinking" before we
get back to the "doing" of life.

Kremlin, supreme adviser of the Inter-Galactic
Council, scolded one of his prominent directors, Bozo
Whitehouse. "Look, Bozo," Kremlin tried to sound
patient. "You've really botched things up around here
since your appointment as director. You appointed your
friends to high staff positions, you showed signs of overt
graft, you enflamed the economic processes of the sys
tem which led us into a state of recession, and now you
have submitted to our recreational listening room a
cassette tape of your monotone attempt at humming a
tune. What have you got to say for yourself?"
"Yes, we have no bananas," answered Whitehouse.
"That is certainly true," Kremlin replied gravely.
"What do you propose to do about it?"
"Fleece the sheep, fleece the sheep," Bozo chanted
over and over with increasing fervor.
The Inter-Galactic Council prescribed banishment for
Whitehouse until he proved he could regain leadership
capabilities. "We have put the names of underdeveloped
areas in a hat," Kremlin directed, "and you are to
choose one of them for your relocation. You will also be
required to change your name to fit in with the
inhabitants of your new area.
Bozo Whitehouse reached into the hat and drew out a
slip of paper. Kremlin read the name to the other council
members, then turned to Whitehouse and announced
that he would be relocated in the primitive colony called
"Earth".
"Perfectly clear," said Bozo, "for I have always
wanted to be called Richard."

JEWELERS

Our People Make Us Number One

Bridal sets created
only for your love.
a.
b.

Enlace bridal set, 2 diamonds, 14 karat gold, $275.
Enlace bridal set, 5 diamonds, 14 karat gold, $400.
Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge
BankAmericard • Master Charge
American Express • Diners Club • Layaway

Located in the Salem Plaza
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Dylan's' eliptical lyric pathways,
by Buck
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Dharma Roeser's seal shredding
lead licks. Uproar! Sacrilege!
Villification and Ouster! Tyranny

and Mutation!
Horse poo. It would be a bitch
and so's this because Steve
Hunter, Reed's brilliant new
guitarist, is so good he sounds
like he copuld stir the stew, fix
the plumbing and rape your best
girl at the same time.
And, if that weren't enough,
he's a composer of sorts. The
album begins with a Hunter
written intro that breaks into
Lou's classic "Sweet Jane". The
intro is a dual guitar anthem that
borrows from both BOC and
Moby Grape, the first of the twin
lead bands.
The easily recognized "Sweet
Jane" riff is greeted by applause
from the New York City
audience. As well it might, since
they have lived off Lou Reed's
greatness for the large part of a
decade now. They are not
disappointed. This new band, I
gotta say it, kicks ass the way the
Velvet Underground was said to
have done back in the '60's.
"Standin' on the corner,
Suitcase in my hand. Jackie's in
her coat, Jane is in her vest, And
me, I'm in a rock and roll band."
Classic, classic, classic.
"Heroin", the epic from the
Velvets' first, famous, Banana
album is more of the same. The
new band blitzkriegs the song's
frame, already a shambles from

the Velvets' destruction of it, into
a screaming, creaming exercise
in dynamics. Reed's out of
control,
mainlined
guitar
1 reakout found on the original has
been replaced by molten lava, hot
sex organ fills and Hunter's
guitar acrobatics. Both versions
are masterpieces; the first raw
killer street junk, this one
laboratory purified. And the new
one s six minutes longer.
Side two begins with the title
tune from the Velvets' third
album, White Light White Heat.
1 his version is so good it could be
a single. Too bad it's also about
heroin.
"Rock and Roll", yet another
Reed crusher (my favorite song
since you asked), ends the set
Taken in the same form as
"Sweet Jane" and "Heroin", that
is as a vehicle for the talents of
this superlative band, its
relationship to the original is
similar to that of a diamond
before and after it has been cut.
The many facets, never before
seen, gleam with newness.
Longtime Reed fans may gripe
as I indicated earlier, for the
same reasons blues purists did
when
Cream
stretched
"Spoonful" to infinity. It ain't the
same, true. These versions don't
have the evil, drug induced street
degeneracy a lot of the Velvets'
best stuff does. But the knife cuts
both ways. Put simply, the
Velvets were never this good.
Lou sums it up when he sings,
as he's done hundreds of times,
the ever true line "her life was
saved by rock and roll." So was
mine. Records, and bands, like
this are why.
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Calendar of coming events
Haiku of t h e F o u r S e a s o n s " begins
F r i d a y in t h e College C e n t e r . It is a poetry
a r t exhibit t h a t will r u n t h r o u g h 5 April.
T h e c u r r e n t exhibits a t P o r t l a n d Art
M u s e u m , SW (Jefferson a t P a r k , include
Oregon A r t i s t s Under 35, Italic Handwriting,
T e s t i m o n y To A P r o c e s s : Photo Variations.
T h e Art M u s e u m m i g h t b e a nice place t o
visit d u r i n g t h e vacation.
FILMS
" W U S A , " s t a r r i n g Paul N e w m a n , J o a n n e
Woodward & Anthony P e r k i n s with song by
Neil Diamond will b e in t h e Music Hall
F r i d a y a t 7 & 9 p . m . Cost is 50c.

" A m e r i c a n Graffiti", is a t t h e L a n c a s t e r
Mall in S a l e m through Sunday. A F T ' s " L o s t
In T h e S t a r s r u n s Monday a n d Tuesday.
" T h e S t i n g " is in its 5th week a t t h e
Elsinore T h e a t r e in S a l e m .

S u n d a y : 7:30 p.m. on Ch. 10, " W h e r e Did
T h e Colorado G o ? " ; 9 p . m . on Ch 10,
"Masterpiece
Theatre:
Upstairs
Downstairs: A Special M i s c h i e f , " 10:30 on
Ch. 6 " O r s o n Welles' G r e a t M y s t e r i e s . "
OTHER

THEATRE
"40 C a r a t s ' is a t t h e P e n t a c l e in S a l e m , S
16 M a r c h .
MUSIC
David Holmes, Tenor a n d Dobie Long,
soprano, will h a v e a voice recital Sunday a t 4
p . m . in t h e Music Hall Auditorium.

F r i d a y 8 M a r c h is t h e b i r t h d a t e of Lynn
R e d g r a v e (1943), J i m Boutin (1939), Cyd
Charisse (1923) a n d t h e a n n i v e r s a r y of t h e
f i r s t Dog License L a w in t h e U.S.
S a t u r d a y 9 M a r c h is t h e b i r t h d a t e of
Mickey Spillane (1918) a n d Will G e e r (1902).
T h u r s d a y 14 M a r c h is t h e b i r t h d a t e of
Albert Einstein (1879).

RADIO
" C i n d e r e l l a L i b e r t y " is a t t h e F i n e Arts,
S E H a w t h o r n e & 20th, P o r t l a n d .
" S u m m e r Wishes, Winter D r e a m s " is a t
t h e Movie House, 1220 SW Taylor, Portland.
" T h e L a s t D e t a i l " is a t t h e Irvlngton, E
B r o a d w a y a t 14th, P o r t l a n d .
" W e s t w o r l d " is a t t h e S t a t e T h e a t r e in
Corvallis through S a t u r d a y . " G o d s p e l l "
begins S u n d a y . 219 SW 3rd St re e t .
" C r i e s a n d W h i s p e r s " is a t t h e Varsity in
Corvallis, 115 SW 2nd.
" W a l k i n g T a l l " is a t t h e Whiteside, 361 SW
Madison in Corvallis, through Sunday.
A m e r i c a n Fi l m T h e a t r e ' s " L o s t In T h e
S t a r s " r u n s Monday a n d T u e s d a y .

KINK F M s t e r e o 102 ( P o r t l a n d )
FOCUS list for 7, 8, 11-15, 18-22, 25, 26, 27
M a r c h is Spirit, Spooky Tooth, Tom Rush,
Stoneground, Brewer & Shipley, C r u s a d e r s ,
E d g a r Winter, J o h n M a r t y n , Phil Ochs,
Beaver & Krause, Beach Boys, B.B. King,
Maria Maldaur, John Stewart, Flying
Burrito Brothers. E a c h FOCUS is on a
weeknight, 7 7:30.
ALBUM REVIEWS for 9, 16, 23 M a r c h a r e
Dave Mason's "Alone Together," The
Mothers of Invention's " W e ' r e Only In It For
T h e M o n e y " & T h e Allman Brothers Band's
first a l b u m . E a c h REVIEW is on a S a t u r d a y
night a t 10.
SUNDAY NIGHT SPECIALS (10 p . m . ) for
10, 17, 24 M a r c h include a King Bisquit
Flower Hour with E m e r s o n , L a k e & P a l m e r
a n d a two p a r t BBC concert with Elton John.
Also h e a r :
KGON F M s t e r e o 92.3 ( P o r t l a n d )
TELEVISION

ACTION THEATRE

T h u r s d a y : 9 p . m . on Ch. 10, " T h e Rise of
Louis X I V . "
F r i d a y : 10 p . m . on Ch. 2, " T o m a , " 11:30 on
Ch. 6, "Blood Beast T e r r o r . "
S a t u r d a y : 2 p . m . on Ch. 6, "4-D M a n , " 7
p . m . on Ch. 2, " G e o g r a p h i c Special: Voyage
to t h e Sea Of I c e , " 8 p.m. on Ch. 8, " I t ' s A
Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad W o r l d 8 : 3 0 on Ch. 8,
" B a s k e t b a l l : UCLA a t U S C ; " 1:15 a . m . on
Ch. 2, " T h e Invisible M a n ' s R e v e n g e . "
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F r i d a y 15 is t h e Ides of M a r c h a n d t h e d a y
t h e buzzards r e t u r n to Hinckley, Ohio.
Sunday 17 M a r c h is St. P a t r i c k ' s Day.
Tuesday 19 M a r c h is t h e d a y t h e swallows
r e t u r n to Capistrano.
T h u r s d a y 21 M a r c h is t h e d a y of t h e Spring
Equinox a n d t h e b i r t h d a t e of J o h a n n
Sebastian Bach (1685).
Monday 25 M a r c h is t h e b i r t h d a t e of
Aretha Franklin.
Tuesday 26 M a r c h is t h e b i r t h d a t e of Gen.
William Westmoreland (1914).
FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH
Sinus trouble c a n m a k e your h a i r fall o u t .
T h e h u m a n body will s t a y w a r m e r if it is
not washed e v e r y night.
A m a n in Argentina is m o r e likely to b e
c l e a n s h a v e than a m a n in t h e U.S.
T h e w o r l d ' s biggest b a n a n a e a t e r s a r e t h e
West G e r m a n s , with a 24 pound p e r person
per y e a r a v e r a g e .
If a cow is given unlimited food, it will e a t
itself to d e a t h ; a n d if properly trained will
dig its own g r a v e .

7%anningMed/s}

• Novelties

Have pot will travel
(Food -- this last issue of winter -- will be a main dish and
salad. Don't think I'm 'playing favorites' by printing two by the
same person. They go good together (and my reserves to choose
from are getting low). Help me build up a good group of recipes
for spring term. Leave comments or recipes at College Center
Office or SPO 560. Dan Tompkins, Entertainment Editor.)

Adults Only
175 N. Commercial

364-0792

Pasgettiis
by Dina DeVoe
(serves 12-15 people or davs)

SENIORS
Peace Corps - VISTA
Representatives on campus
March 6, 7 and 8

i

:
•

Applications are now being accepted from June
graduates in the Liberal Arts, Education, Social Sciences
and Business for vital Peace Corps programs in 68 over
seas countries and for Vista projects throughout the U.S.
You must apply now for these volunteer openings.
Training begins in June, July and August.

APPLY in the
CENTER

Starting about 8 a.m. and using two large deep pans, saute in the
bottom of one of the pans:
2 onions, chopped in fine pieces
1 or 2 pounds of hamburger
Add the following:
6 to 8 six ounce cans of tomato sauce
1 eight ounce can of black olives (chop first and add juice, too)
»2 pound fresh mushrooms, sliced
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 bay leaves
12 jar of Italian seasoning (I-IV2 ounces)
Fill your pan to within D2-2" of the top with water and simmer
until you plan to serve it (around 6 or 7 p.m.). In your second
pan, about 20 minutes prior to serving, fill 2 3 full of water and
v
add:
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 tablespoons salt
Bring the water to a boil and add about one pound spaghetti and
cook until done. Drain your spaghetti, put it into a bowl and pour
the sauce over it. Toss like a salad and serve.

Fruit & Cabbage Salad
by Dina DeVoe
(serves 2-4)
Mix together:
i/2 to 1 small head of cabbage, chopped
1 or 2 apples, cored and sliced
12 or less walnuts, chopped coarsely

Dressing
(works well on almost any cabbage salad)
Shake the following together in a pint jar with a lid:
3 or 4 heaping tablespoons mayonnaise
IV2 to 2 teaspoons sugar
1/2 to 1 teaspoon salt
Add pepper to taste
•
1 to 2 teaspoons lemon juice
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Tracksters defend titles

Don Spinas, king of District 2 track and field, bids for his fifth
straight crown. Under his direction the Wolves have won four
consecutive district titles, while taking three straight at the con
ference level, (photo by Tim Johnson)

by JIMHEALY
For four consecutive years
OCE has reigned king of District
2 track and field, but as the 1974
season quickly approaches there
are some who foresee end to this
monarchy. Through graduation
and transfers the wolfpack has
lost 101 out of last year's 227V2
victorious District points, and
although incoming freshmen and
transfer students will help make
up some of the deficit, it is
doubtful that they can replace all
of it.
However, even though the Pack
doesn't look as strong as last year
they must still be considered the
biggest favorite, and should
defend their district title in the
last meet of the season at
Willamette May 17 and 18. Linfield also can be counted upon to
put up a strong bid for the crown
as they have most of their runnerup 118 points from the 1973
district meet returning.
At the conference level OCE

has again been at the top, with
three EvCo titles in a row. Last
year the Pack went down to the
last-event mile relay in etching
out a narrow three point victory
over Eastern Washington, who
would have won the meet had
they won the relay. This year
OCE finds itself in a definite
underdog roll, and will be lucky
to repeat as champions in the
conference meet held at Ellensburg May 10 and 11. Given the
home field advantage, Central
Washington could edge the
wolves for the second spot.
Head coach Don Spinas, 1972's
District 2 Coach of the Year, said
that at this point he didn't know
where the team was, but that
after a few meets as the team
gets tuned-in to the track season
he would better be able to judge
the squad's progress.
Spinas noted that in the sprints,
jumping, and distance areas the
team can probably hold its own,
but added that "The place that
we're going to capitalize, if we're

going to capitalize at all, is in the
•weights."
Led by senior Lloyd Graves,
along with Greg Schukert and
Dave Domine, the shot, hammer,
discuss and javelin could be big
point getters for the Pack. Last
year the weight events provided
consistent depth for the team,
and promise to do more of the
same this year.
Team captain Roger Woods
leads a contingent of sprinters as
they try to gain as many points in
the district meet as they did last
year. In 1973 Woods alone ac
counted for 24 V2 district points,
while the entire sprint squad
scored between 45 and 60 points.
One area where the shorter
distances could be lacking is the
hurdles, where in both the 120
highs and 440 intermediates the
Pack has graduated some sure
point-getters.
A question mark could cloud
the jumping events for at least
the early part of the season. The
high jump, pole vault, long jump
and triple jump return perhaps
fewer points than any other area,
jumpers Ron
and although
Comstock and Charlie Goodman
could pull off some surprising
upsets, the jumping events as a
whole look to be the weakest area
for the Pack.
The most marked reversal in
any single area for the team is
sure to come in the distance
events. Last year from the 880 up
the Pack was very weak, scoring
only 20 points in the district meet.
This year, with the help of some
incoming students and improve
ment on the part of others, the
runners stand to be one of the
stronger areas for the squad,
squad.
Walkers Jim Bean and Rob
Frank should continue their
winning ways as no other school
in either the district or
conference seems to have anyone
to seriously challenge them.
Bean was the NAIA outdoor 2mile champion, and barring an
injury he should make the trip to
the national meet to defend his
title.
The 1974 track and field season
could be a tough one for the OCE
team, but should find them on top
of the district at the end of the
year. At the conference level
things look much gloomier, and
the Pack rates as a darkhorse at
best to defent its title there.

Monmouth frog wins trophy
by PAT LEUTWYLER

If you have been in the College
Center sometime during this past
term, you may have noticed a
frog trophy enclosed in a class
case. If you have, you may have

^age 10

wondered how on earth OCE got
it. A good person to ask is Stan
Hand. Why? Stan and a friendly
frog * named
"Monmouth
Olympics '76" were entered in
the collegiate jump; along with a
number of other schools, at the

Calaveras county frog jumping
contest at the Calaveras county
fair held last May 19-20th.
The contest is sponsored by
Mat Pica Pi Society of Printing
Engineers at California State
Polytechnic College, San Luis
Obispo. The contest is held during
the third weekend in May and
generally has about twenty
colleges entered.
In the collegiate jump, the
winning frog was Stan's who
jumped 15 feet in a total of three
jumps. This meant that his frog
was now eligible to jump in the
finals to determine the champ,
along with the winners of the
other special
jumps. In
cidentally, the world's record for
frog jumping is 19 feet. Although
Stan and friend didn't place in the
finals, they did win their special
jump and therefore, were
awarded the trophy with a statue
of a frog on it.
Stan is going to try again this
year and said that if anyone is
interested in entering the contest
this year with him to contact him.
So if you happen to like frogs,
especially ones that have a talent
for winning OCE a trophy, try
your luck in the Calaveras county
frog jumping contest, and who
knows, maybe that frog trophy
will stay in Monmouth for
another year. Good luck, Stan'

BOLD MOVE. Sophomore Candy Bold, shown here in the middle
of a floor exercise in the PCC meet last weekend, is a key member
of the women's gymnastics squad that is beginning serious
preparation for the regional and national meets this spring. (Tim
Johnson photo)

Maxwell tops OCE hoop stats
Junior guard Bruce Maxwell
ended up leading the OCE
basketball team in both scoring
and assists this season. Maxwell,
from Portland's Madison High
School, finished scoring 301
points for a 13.1 average, seventh
in the Evergreen Conference.
Maxwell doled out 66 assists, the
11th best total.
Other Wolves to make the final
EvCo listings were Hugh Reitze

in scoring, 13th with a 12.1
average, and Gary Lathen, 16th
in scoring at 11.3 points per game
and fifth in rebounding with an
8.0 per game average for the
season.
OCE ended up sixth in the
seven team conference in both
team scoring, with a 69.8 per
game average, and team
defense, giving up 76.3 points per
game.
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Some grad schools |
| are more challenging j
| than others.
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The Air Force's Officer Training School is a 12-week program that can turn a college
graduate into an Air Force ofAnd, it can give him the
chance to go on to flight school
and become a pilot or navigator.
Check out a future where the
sky's no limit. Call:

$

Sgt. Bouldin in McMinnville at 472-5448.
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0 & M BAKE SH0PPE
Main Street - Monmouth
(Located in Webster's Thriftway)
This Week's Specials

89*
Reg. 99c

Eclairs

A/$1

Reg. 3 $1.00

^

coupon

Super Special Offer
Present
this
lamron 2 coupon
and receive a 10
per cent discount
on any purchase at

D & M Bake Shoppe
-- The BEST in
FRESH
Bakery
Goods

(Specials expire Mar. 14, 1974)
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The Column
by T E D G R I M S R U D
Oregon Tech is going to represent District 2 in the
NAIA basketball tournament in Kansas City next week.
The Owls, with their one point victory over defending
district champion George Fox in Klamath Falls Mon
day, finished the season with a 2-win 4-loss mark.
How OIT will do back in Kansas City remains to be
seen, but I really doubt that they will do all that well. I
just wasn't very impressed with the Owls when I saw
them play. Although they have a fine record, the Owls
have been very lucky to win many of their games. And
when you face the caliber of competition that they'll
face in Kansas City, you need more than just luck.
But, no matter how they do, the Owls have to be
commended for a fine job. They ended up tied for first
in the EvCo, the first time ever an Oregon school has
finished on top in basketball.
OIT coach Dan Miles was named District 2 coach of
the year. I don't know about him as a coach, but Miles
certainly must deserve the title as recruiter of the year.
Frosh Herb McEachin is probably the best first year
player in the state among the small colleges. I really
think that he was the difference between last year's OIT
team and this year's team.
Gary Davis, of Ogden (left), scores over Pedee's David Ott Monday in intramural basketball
playoff action. .
Wx

Women noopers

Want ads

finish season

JOB OPENING:

Hatvic Christian
School would like to hire a teacher for
a grade school opening
3rd grade.
The pay is $700 a month. Hatvic
Christian School is a private school.
Those wishing to apply should send
their credentials to the following
address: Hatvic Lake, P. O. Box 3223,
Mission City, B.C.

3 BDR house with carport,
$120 mo. See at 125 7th St. In
dependence, 838 0492.

FOR RENT:

Boys 10 speed 26" Schwinn
bike, $75, table top desk, $15 books,
watercolors and other miscellaneous
items. Phone 838 3454.

FOR SALE:

WILL DO: Math tutoring Math 121, 123
FOR SALE:

1974 Kawaski 900, $1600. 838
0492, excellent condition.

& 311. Reasonable rates
Spangler at 838 2355.

call Linda

SALEM HEALTH FOODS
409 CENTER STREET
DOWNTOWN SALEM PLAZA

We have the largest
selection of food suppliments,
natural foods and cosmetics
in the Willamette Valley
MAIL ORDERS - PREPAID OVER $15.

—Passports
—Weddings
—Portraits
—Photos for
Application Forms
—Special Services

F:3.5 85

INC.
207 W. Main
(Across from the Cornerstone)

List $199
__ Features:

100 DIAPHRAGM
Auto manual
change
system

MINIMUM
APERATURE

16

L E N S

COMPONENTS

10
groups,
elements

17

MINIMUM FOCUS
2 meter (6 feet)

TRIPOD

SOCKET

360°
collar

rotating

OVERALL LENGTH
195 mm

WEIGHT
l,070g
Available for all
major
camera
makes!

(Offer expires
Mar. 14, 1974)

838-3996

Canon

205 mm

March 7, 1974

The OCE women's basketball
team endedits season recently by
competing in the Northwest
Women's ''A" Tournament. They
defeated among others, third
seeded Simon Fraser of Canada
by a score of 60-54.
Laurie Hunter went one on one
against Canadian Olympian Ms.
Bland and held her to one field
goal. This was the highlight of the
tourney for the OCE women.
OCE lost a squeaker to the
University of Washington, 62-56.
Three OCE players fouled out,
leaving the game in the last three
minutes as the Wolves were
forced to play with four players.
OCE coach Irma Penwell was
very pleased with her teams'
seasons. "It was a great season.
Both the varsity and JV teams
had the best records ever. All was
due to true team efforts."
For the varsity, the big guns for
the season were Jane Ellis, who
scored 165 points and grabbed 121
rebounds, Sue Mitchell, who
scored 113 points and Karen
Kolen who scored 103 points.
The JV's, who ended up with a
i 9-2 season record, were led by
Sherrie Adams' 84 points.

One More
Week
FOOL-PROOF
PICTURES FOR
BEGINNERS BUT
WITH FEATURES
USED BY
PROFESSIONALS.

List $320

We Sell
G e t Y o u r 's N O W !

$1 QQOO
X wwIncludes Case

(Offer expires Mar. 14, 1974^

+++
Well, it doesn't look too good for Oregon as far as post
season play goes. The Duck's loss to Washington Satur
day probably was the straw that broke the camel's back.
If the Ducks had won then, there's a good chance that
they would have an NIT bid in their pocket right now.
But now, the NIT has just five more spots to fill.
Two of those spots will go to Atlantic Coast Conference
teams, probably North Carolina and Maryland, and
probably at least two will go to Big 10 teams. That leaves
just one more position. If the NIT is still considering the
Ducks, that spot will no doubt, hinge on the outcome of
the Oregon-Oregon State game Saturday. And I doubt
very much that the Ducks can beat the Beavers in
Corvallis.
But Oregon has to be commended for the fine showing
no matter how the game Saturday turns out. I think that
it's safe to say Oregon's third place finish in the Pac-8 is
a truly great accomplishment.
It seems to me that the Pac-8 is definitely the
strongest conference basketball wise in the nation, and
there is no question that it will be much better next year.
In all of the Pac-8, only nine seniors total are currently
full-time starters. Of these, UCLA has three and USC
has two And you know that those two teams will find
replacements quite easily. So, they'll figure to
remain pretty strong, although both may drop back a
bi t
But everyone else figures to get much better. Oregon
and Stanford both return all five starters, while the
other four teams, Washington, Oregon State,
Washington State and California all return four starters.
And when you figure that the Pac-8 will attract more
than its share of blue-chip freshmen next year also,
there can be little doubt that the balance of the league
will be better than ever before.
As much as I hate to admit it, I think that perhaps the
main reason, or at least one of the main reasons, is the
presence of UCLA. For, instead of sitting back and
letting the Bruins continue to run roughshod over the
rest of the conference, everyone is beeomms more
aaaressive at recruiting in order to compete with UCLA.
And speaking of UCLA, the eyes of the entire nation
will be upon the Bruins Saturday to see if they can even
make it to the NCAA tournament when they meet USC
for thG Pac-8 title.
.
I auess that I'll have to go along with everyone else
and Dick UCLA. Because there is no one that matches
I" Rruins for talent. But I do so with mixed emotions.
UiL rve said before, I wonder about UCLA's ability to
win the close games, even though the Bruins did come
from behind Saturday to beat Stanford.
One other advantage USC has is that the Trojans
orobably play defense as well as anyone in the nation.
And if there is one reason why Oregon and Oregon State
L.,t UCLA it was defense.
Rut John Wooden has not lost a really big game since
1966 and I doubt if he will Saturday. UCLA by 7 points.
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Winter doldrums cured
as streaking spreads
by CECILIA STILES

If you're sitting in class the
next few days and happen to
glance out the window and see
someone running by -- minus
clothing -- you don't necessarily
need to make an appointment
with your psychiatrist or eye
doctor. You've probably just
witnessed part of one of the most
rapid-fire movements to spread
across college campuses lately -streaking.
Streaking is rapidly gaining
notoriety as an increasing
number of students begin to run
across campuses wearing their
Super Keds and nothing else.
Students have long been
searching for the answer to
combat the bleak and boring
winter terms which seem even
more depressing when money
begins to run low and students
wait for their next installment
from home. Streaking seems to
encompass all the necessary
qualities -- it certainly sparks
interest, and it costs nothing -providing one does not get caught
and fined for indecent exposure.
The epidemic spread of the
movement still baffles college
administrators, who one week
ago might not have heard of the
"extracurricular activity." In
one week, however, it has
received publicity on national
news, onthe front pages of
newspapers, and even on"The
Bob Hope Special" broadcast
from Notre Dame last Friday.
Administrators are already
comparing it to the phone booth
cramming fad of earlier college
classes.

Streaking has been undertaken on Oregon campuses has
both individually and collec signalled the beginning of what
tively. perhaps the most fortitude might become a large scale effort
was demonstrated by one in the state.
One male Oregon State student
enterprising male student who
ran across a gymnasium floor in didn't streak fast enough and was
front of 6,000 people during arrested Monday by local
halftime of a Florida-Alabama authorities. Five males at the
University of Oregon streaked
game.
Other students have not been so through a 350-stud'ent lecture on
brave. The fad seems to take hold human sexuality the same night.
on a campus during the night.
A Willamette University
This was the case at the
streaker, unwilling to "perform"
University of Maine, where a
in front of cameras which were
dozen streakers dash "cross
campus" in the dark. The next present postponed his exhibition
day others on the campus were until late Monday afternoon,
seen streaking in broad daylight. when he scampered across
Those participating advocate campus following "Blue Mon
that he more often one par day" activities.
A group of enterprising OCE
ticipates, the easier it becomes.
students have been attempting to
Campuses seem to be com
peting for the claim to the mass organize a mass streak-in from
movement streaker title. The the Old PE Building to the dorm
University of North Carolina area. Rumor has it that the last
recently certinly deserves such attempt was postponed due
honorable mention in the stan to an excessively cold wind which
dings for their 200-man streak to promoters felt "might tend to
the tune of a bugle sounding inhibit the spontaniety of the
activity."
"Charge!"
Surprisingly, many forms of
"Bareback" riding seems to be
media
have come out in support
gaining popularity again as
students have taken to horses, of streaking. Most writers and
bicycles and roller skates for commentators seem to consider
streaking, in the interest of it an innocent, if somewhat zany,
making a quick escape should method of occupying time The
they streak by a police officer. Capital Journal noted that it is
Student organizations have much preferred to the former
college activities of rioting,
sprung up to protect the rights of
various streakers who have been protest and intimidation of
pursued by law enforcement college administrators.
To date, streaking is showing
officials. A few of these include
The Association of Student no sign of decline, and it has
Streakers at
Penn State certainly served its purpose well University, Streak Control at - it has cured winter doldrums on
Texas Tech and Streakers, Inc. college
campuses
across
Confirmed reports of streakers America.

| down the street
The Monmouth Women's Collective will meet in the Wallowa Room
of the College Center on Thursday, March 7, at 7:00 p.m. We will be
discussing future SEEK and regular classes relating to women, the
possibility of having a regular Women's Studies program on the OCE
campus, the Rape Crisis Committee and future projects of interest to
Monmouth women. Child care will be provided. We hope to see a good
turnout.
+ 4* +
All LARC materials that are checked are due no later than Friday,
March 8. Materials will be available on a daily check-out basis during
finals week.
-4 + 4*
Don't miss the last week of the High School Inviational Art Show still
on display in Campbell Hall Gallery 107. Gallery hours are from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. weekdays.
-4 + 4This Friday's movie is "WUSA" to be shown in your local theater «
the Music Hall Auditorium. Showtimes are at 7 and 9 p.m. and the cost
is only 50 cents.

+++

This will be a music recital featuring tenor David Holmes and
soprano Debra Long on Sunday, March 10 in the Music Hall
Auditorium at 4 p.m.

+++

"Haiku of the Four Seasons" - twenty lithographs by artist Arthur
Flory interpreting the poems of Haiku masters - will be the exhibit on
display in the College Center Concourse starting Friday, March 8.

+++
Library hours for Finals week-end: Friday, March 8 - 8 to 10 p.m.;
Saturday, March 9 - 1 to 10 p.m.; and Sunday, March 10 - 2 to 11 p.m.
4- + +
BVD Book Exchange begins Monday, March 11 in the TV Room of
the College Center. The exchange will continue through March 15.

+++
Tennis anyone? There will be a meeting for all tennis aspirants on
Thursday, March 7 in room 113 in the NPE Building. If your in
terested, please attend!
4-4*4An opportunity to join a professor for the summer in a "beautiful
villa near Switzerland and Lake Como. . . in the peaceful foothills of
the Italian Alps" is offered by Giovanni Previtali, professor of foreign
languages at California State College at Sonoma. If interested, write
him at 2945 Bennett Ridge Road, Santa Rosa, California 95404.

+++
If you would ride the Hammon Bus Line if a more conveneint
schedule was adopted for to and from Dallas, Salem and Corvallis,
please sign up on the sheet in the Student Government office in the
College Center.
+ 4- +
There will be a Women's Gymnastics meet, OCE vs. U of W, in
Seattle on March 8 and 9.

Residence Halls At OCE
SPRING TERM

J PRICE

„

0
w

Dormitory rooms may be obtained through the dormitory
office located in the New Food Service building.
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